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CLOVIS. CURRY COUNTY,

Tucumcari Plans Big
4th of July Celebration.

it Appointed.
Af fa

"

i"

of American Bank in Arrangements have been made

Safe Hands.

Dennis, manager of the
C
Union Mortgage Company haa
been Appointed Assistant Bank
ExamhW to take charge of the
defunct American Bank & Trust
Co., whtfchwas closed by order
of the state Auditor as stated in
3t weed's issue of the News.
Mr. DenW'sy is one of the most
areful yid conservative ac- in the south-wes- t,
and
shears of experience in
(orti loans and securities,
b'intment (which practi-unt- s
to the same as Rwith
the approval
esets
L jpositors,
oncerned. The deposit-res- t
assured that Mr.
will get all out of the
and give them
deal.
--

stock-holde-

rs

to hold a big Fourth of July
celebration and barbecue in this
city on that date and an effort
is being made to make the
event the biggest celebration
of its kind m the history of Tucumcari. Eight committees are
working night and day to have
everything in readiness and
several carloads of boosters
will go through the county in
in automobiles this week, advertising the event and inviting
every one to be present. A big
purse has been raised to defray the expenses of the day.
A program of racing, ball games
dances and everything in the
nature of celebration programs
has been provided for. Hardee
Wyatt, secretary of the Tucumcari chamber of commerce, has
charge of the affair.

!

Roscoe Kirby was

lerjl.
j.

in Clovis

with Pris Monday and Tuesday from

Mel-

rose.

Moye,

accom-put- y

Thomas left
4th the four pris-- e
sentenced to one
e state pen at the
the District court.
oners were Gabe Beas-rnar- d
Beckham, Joe
d Robert Zamora.

W. Ira Forbes, who haa been
visiting relatives in Clovis, left
for his home in Oklahoma today.

The Misses Quante were the
recipients of a large box of fine
cherries from their brother in
Auburn, Neb., last Monday.

Clovis has one ' 'anheiser emporium" less, the Antler's bar
to Fight on 16th.
having consolidated with the
C1, June 25. -- Carl Kentucky.
3aipa, Ok la., arriv-'rnin- g
Miss Lettie Turner returned
to begin
Monday from Melrose afhome
en round bout
visiting
ter
relatives at that
jyer, of Denver,
e held on July 4th point for a couple of days.
ipices of the State
The State
Ath-?cent-

incorporat-urpos-

NEW MEXICO,

The Fleming insurance
Agency.
(June 26th 1913.)
To An Policy Holders
Citizens of jClovis:

ly

of holding
ating

capacity

of

er Pitta announced
'orris fight as the
ies to be held in
veen the "white
being made to
ynn, of Pueblo,
ner.
fight in Clovis on
'uly according to a
de by the Athletic
iose auspices the

26, 1913
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A Recital for the Benefit
of the Christian Church.

The ladies of the Christian
and church feel that they have been
fortuaate in securing the serThe Insurance business for- vices of Miss Lydia Pauline
merly conducted by the Boyle Lehigh, who has studded in the
Agency Company, including the East and abroad and comes very
good-wil- l,
has this day been highly recommended.
purchased by
Mr. William
Miss Lehigh will give a dra
Fleming.
matic interpretative
recital
Representing the Insurance July 1st.
eight o'clock, at
Companies, their agancies have the Lyceum.
been transferred to Mr. Fleming.
Among her readings, she
We desire on behalf of the will
give
the
Companies to express to the "Enoch Arden" and numerous
policy holders and customers readings which-yocannot afthe assurance of appreciation ford to miss.
for the business and favors extended in the past, and solicit
Catholic Ladies Ball..
for the Companies and' Mr.
The
Catholic Ladies Society
Fleming,
a continuance of
will
give
an Ice Cream Social
your business, assuring each
and
Dance
at the Elk's Hall an
that their interest will be careJuly 4th at 8 o'clock p. m. Tais
fully cared for.
Mr. Fleming has been en- will be the only entertainment in
trusted with the collection of Clovis that we know of on the
all accounts for unpaid pre- 4th, and it is expected to he a
miums and is fully authorised big and pleasant affair.
to accept and receipt for same
on behalf of each company,
Luther Johnson went to Melrose the early part of the week
Respectfully,
For the Insurance Companies, to visit his parents.
(Signed) Chas. F. Wilson.
Judge W. H. Pope of Santa Fe,
(Signed) W. P. Coffey.
passed through Clovis on his
Approved:
way to Roswell, Monday.
BOYLE AGENCY CO.
H. E. Ward and family reBy (Signed) M. Boyle,
Saturday from a pleasure
turned
American Bank & Trust Co. trip to
California
By (Signed) Chas. E. Dennis,
N. B. Pond, former cashier
Special Dep uty Bank Examiner
of
the American Bank left tocharge.
in
day for El Paso where he exMiss Harriett Bruner return- pects to locate in the future.
ed from a short visit with her Mr. Pond who has many Clovis
sister at Friona, Texas this friends in Clovis who wish him
much success in his new home.
week.
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tons, has leased
.4 pavillion which

JUNE

melc-dram- a,
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YOU can have that extra suit now that you
ought to have, because we've decided to mark
down our Spring and Summer Stocks including

Hart Schaffner & Marx

3

clothes and lots of other good things to wear.
Look at the prices we'll quote; you can see that
there's money for you in such values as these.

arranged.

Sale7
ine deeded land
uu u

:ntry.

Melroee. Half
...- - atifvirjfig open

Two good wells,
feet. A barg ain
te J. W. Lemon.

er at

12

Wanted. -- Four passengers to
make up an auto load to attend
the big 4th of July celebration
a Tucumcari. $10.00 for the
round trip. If you want to go
. leave word at the Clovis News
office. Governor McDonald and
Secretary of State Lueero will be
t here.
Tucumcari promises the
Deat tin e ever.

$25.00 aU wool Hart Schaffner &
Marx Suits
$22.50
$22.50 Hart Schaffner
A Marx Suits
$20.00
$20.00 Hart Schaffner
& Marx Suits
$18.00
$18.00 aU wool Blue Serge
and Fancy Cloths
$15.00
$15.00 all wool Serge
$12.50
three-piec- e
Suits
$12.50
$10.00
'
$10.00 Suite
8.50

Mr. and Mrs, S. L. Chambers

returned Wednesday from San
cisco and other California
t where they have been en
vying the sights for the past
months.

mm

We are making some
Special Prices on our
entire stock of Boy's
Suits, and we have the
celebrated lines "Cap-

tain Kidd" and ''Mother's Favorite. Be sure
and see them before
you buy.

Luikart's

A. Correction.

Southern, Amusement Corn- pany Coming.
It appears that the News was
error last week in stating that
the Southern Amusement Company had cancelled1 all dates in
in

New Mexico and Colorado This
was a mistake, and we are glad
to have an opportunity to correct it The Southern Amusement Company will be in Clovis
and fulfill thef engagement here
during the week of July 7th to
13th inclusive. We obtained the
erroneous impression as stated
sn last week's issue by reading
in the Albuquerque Journal
where Mayor Sellers had received a telegram to the effect as.
stated. This Amusement Co.,
is one of the largest on the road.
It carries fifteen big shows, and
a $10000 Carry-AiFerris wheel
and numerous other attractions.
As Clovis will have no 4th of
July celebration, the plan is to
make this answer for that purpose. The big posters are now
being posted on the boards by
Bert Cur less, who is chairman of
the Advertising committee, and
according to the present plans it
is expected that this will be a
gala week in Clovis.
l.

Carl Morris, who will fight
here the 16th left Monday for
Denver, Colorado where he is
scheduled to put on a fight
there the 4th.
Rev. W. R. Evans will preach
in Texico, next Sunday.
During his absence the pulpit will
be occupied by Prof. Bickley.
Mrs. 0. L. Mabry, and grandson, "Scott" arrived this week
to visit her son, T. J. Mabry.

Claud Notes.
spent
the latter part of the week in
Plainview looking after business
Mr. Chas. W. Dannelly

affairs.
Mrs. John L. Sims and family
have been visiting Mrs. Sims
parents Mr. and Mrs. James
Will Kennedy and wife spent
Sunday with W. L. Byrne and
wife.
Messrs. John and Worth
Shipley were out at the Taggart
Friday and Saturday looking
after their cattle. They have
about a thousand head at the
Taggart place, now after bringing out about 600 head.
Bill Quigles expects to leave
Monday or Tuesday for his
home in Shreveport, Louisiana.
We are surely sorry to see Billy
go and will use every inducement possible to bring him
back.
Myrtle and Borne
Misses
Wood word were in Clovis Monday.
Paul Gardon visited Mrs.
Gordons' parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Roberts, Sunday.
Mr. C. V. Kelly, our general
merchant was in Clovis and
Texico Friday and Saturday on
business.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L, Quigles
and Miss Bess Trimble were in
Clovis Monday, shopping. '
Mr. Joseph Trimble vaccinat
ed Sunday.

The Clovis News.
A. K. CURHEN, Editor
CLOVIS.

NEW MEXICO

Loafing as a steady Job seems to be
Inculcated by this brand of weather.

It la time to teach Towaer that all
really fashionable dogs wear muzzles.
You will have to do your own swatting. The regular fly cops have other
dutlea.

TO

PASTEURIZE

MILK DANGER OF BLIND

Most Effectually Done in Bottles
in Which Received.

nUVIE,nw

Kansas Experiment Station Finds Disease Caused by Poison In Mold
and Filth on Corn Ears.
Information "corning

from

ing Ordinary Tin Pall With Pie
Plate Inverted to Permit Circulation of Water.
(By J. F. FRAND8HN.)

can be pasteurised most ef-- f
ciently in the bottles In which tt it
Here's honing the home team can received. To do this a small tin pall
let all the goose eggs remain In cold with a perforated false bottom can be
storage
nsed. If a special pall is not at hand,
the same results can be secured by
While swatting the fly 'Us well to using an ordinary tin pall with an inremember to coyer the sugar and but- verted pie tin placed In the bottom of
ter bowls.
the same. This false bottom is placed
In the pall so as to permit circulation
In the National league
they are of water and prevent bumping of the
pausing the pennant hopes around for bottles. An accurate thermometer
general Inspection.
should be placed in the water or In
Milk

One complicated way of being unhappy Is envying the man who has to
worry about the Income tax.

Jersey has barred tho sharp-tippe- d
hatpin. Thus tt will be no Joke,
even If the cops see the point.
New

To the mind of the rough neck,
no doubt that there Is more
than one simp In Blmpllfled spelling.

,

there's

Yes, he's In again.
The pest appeared In our office yesterday with
that eternal question, "Is it hot "

Practico Should Be Discouraged as
Overcrowding Undermines Cultivation of Plants.

That Chicago man whose goat
chewed up his $1,000 wad, should feel
at least, that there Is money In goats.

(By W. R. GILBERT.)
Thick sowing must be guarded

That young woman who plays the
piano with her feet must be able
to put her whole sole Into her

against

Arrangement
The man who tries to hide behind a
woman's skirts In this year of grace
must be thinner than his own yellow
streak.
A large number of our American
girls have married rich men, only to
find that they have poor husbands on
their hands.

Automobiles have been with use for
fifteen years.
What means of Joy
riding will be provided for uae fifteen
years hence?
There Is no sense In littering the
streets In the fond expectation that
the school children will clean them

up some time.

It has frequently been said that the
wife Is the better half, but assuredly,
hubby clasps the honor when the baseball season opens.
Newest skirts for women have pockets In .them Just like a man's. Well,
anyway, they will never contain plugs
of chewing tobacco.

for Pasteurizing

Milk.

one of the bottlea. Set the bottles of
milk In the pall and fill with water
nearly level with the milk In the bottles. Place the pall with the milk
bottles on the stove and heat until the
thermometer indicates a temperature
C from 160 to 1C0 degrees F. The
pall and bottlea should then be removed from the stove and allowed to
stand 25 minutes In the hot water.
Now remove the cover and place the
pall under a cold water faucet, allowing the water to run slowly Into the
pall. Continue until all the hot water
haB been replaced with the cold water
and the temperature of the milk has
been reduced to about that of the
water. This Is the cheapest and most
efficient way of cooling and will also
prevent breaking of bottles. The milk
can then be conveyed to the refrlgera-tc- r
and placed on Ice until required
for use.
It is well to remember that pasteurized milk should not he used for
the feeding of children after it Is 24
hours old.
Liquid

Parts.

Each seed should have room
to grow without crushing or Injuring
Us neighbor.
undermines the cultivation of plants at the atart and it is
long before, if ever, they outgrow It
Of course, small plants ov seeds may
be sown more thickly than the larger
ones, ,but relatively they ought really
not to be sown thicker.
Each plant should hae sufficient
room to develop Its coyledons and one
leaf before it is thinned or pricked
out.
Every year vegetable crops are much
Injured by being sown too thickly and
perhaps It is hardly too much to affirm
that most gardeners would be the
gainers were only half the seed sown
Over-crowdin- g

that there

Is now.
Aa to what to sow the seed In, the
lighter the oeed bed the better.
Few seeds will vegetate In a lower
temperature than 40 degrees and In
the range of 20 degrees all seeds will

grow.

TO REINFORCE

A DOUBLETREE

Can Be Made of Oak Boards With
Piece of Metal Between Them
Hold Strongest Team.

Great value should be placed on the
liquid excrement, says the American
"Shot at snnrlse" continues a
A reinforced doubletree can be made
lar pastime In Mexico, but there's lots Cultivator. Some arrangement should of two one-Inc-h
oak boards with a
of regular fellows who are half shot be made for its entire preservation piece of metal. A, between them. The
and use, either by the use of absorb- metal should be about
long before midnight.
thick.
ents or otherwise. Each man should
out
own
plans
work
his
purfor this
Are the high steps on street cara
an argument against hobble skirts or pose In conformity with his surroundre hobble skirts an argument ings. And where It has not been done,
against the high steps on street cars? a careful study of this matter may
prove Interesting, profitable and of
Virginia young man drove two miles sanitary value.
before discovering that his beat girl
Successful Grafting.
had fallen out of the buggy. Maybe
Reinforced Doubletree.
A Michigan gardener has been grafthe was driving with a relu In each
ing tomatoes on eggplants and red All three pieces should be cut and
hand
peppers. He began this experiment shaped alike and riveted together.
in lRftfi and his first achievement was The singletrees are made In the same
Anyway those women whose bablci
do not win a prize at a b..by called the Kaiser. The Kaiser often manner. They are not difficult to
produces fruit weighing one and a make and will hold the strongest team,
show, have the eetlsfactlon of enter
talnlng a distinct opinion about the half to two pounds and will yield a besides outlasting a dozen ordinary
bushel to the plant on suitable soil.
doubletrees.
Judges.
the

y

Send Out the Seedfe"
impression that the feature of u tr
for which tho irrent HpriArtment
rlculture has made itself ft
notorious Is tho sending out
!eedl
Is monstrous.
,
"I wish you would write a
the paper," said a high funci
the department, "and correct
gether too prevalent notion
main objects and the main i
of this department are conce
sending ouLseed.
"I have talked to some of
ese rub-berneck conductors. I hai
urged
them to enlighten the plla ms
whose instruction they are espon
ble, upon the vast work of t'j depa
ment In relation to meffeok) y,
mal Industry, animal jHhsb.ni y. plan
ilB, PI
Industry, forestry, chemifcrVy,
tomology, biology, etc.
"I have recommended thi
to acquaint their patrons i
of the valuable work being
"However, when the r
wagon goes by on Its nex
conductor bellows through
phone: 'This Is where thej'
seeds.' "

His Speech Pr

Rep. Johnson "Nearly" Had
Albert Johnson,
REPRESENTATIVE vociferous
member from Oregon, nearly had a fine
npeech printed In a faraway coast
paper for which Harry Brown la the
Washington correspondent.
Johnson used to he a newspaper
man in this city. He waa night editor
and copy editor and reporter and all
the regular things which axt supposed
to give newspaper men that broad and
sympathetic
view of large affaire.
Johnson made a speech during the
general delate on the tariff bill a few
days ago. It was his first speech
In the House. It was a good speech,
taking tt by and large, but the air was
Jammed full of speeches about that
time and the only newspaper that was
publishing them was the Congressional Record.
However, Mr. Johnson did not want
Portland to go unfed with crumbs
from his table, so the evening following the great event of his speech
he started out to find Harry Brown
and tell htm all about it He couldn't
find Mr. Brown until the next day.
"Say, Harry." he remarked, "I tried
to find you last night, but I couldn't.
I made a speech yesterday."
That' did net Impress Mr. Brown to
any great extent, so Mr. Johnson con- -

i

I

FllEtT

--

g)

ABOUT

(JlfiCV

won n V

CwVisal

WITH TH'J

Uued to

further

ov4V

"And as I thought
want it. I filed abol
with the telegraph
Brown winced. 1
advising him to cut
stuff to the bone, ae tnr.1
the sort of soft pap that
the country districts, but
circulation In a well reg
paper. Furthermore, B
gated and found that
Johnson had really
and the telegraph
enormous! He hi
"fired" by wireless
to his great rellefl
chopped the spe
was entirely relaye
Chicago, thus savins
trouble and costlu
Johnson a whole lot
a speech to Chicago.

More Americans Go to Teach in the

popu-

And now Chicago Is censoring
song and properly so,

1 1

corn-ea- r

worm is causing Injury and death
--1
to farm animals by Infecting them
and giving them blind staggers. Following la an extract from an article
In Farm and Fireside:
For five or six years occasion! outbreaks of blind staggera In horses
have attracted attention. During this Department "Where They
time the Kansas experiment station
has been making an experimental
study of this disease and Its origin.
Its exact cause Is still only partially
understood, but enough has been
learned to place the blame safely on
poison In the mold rnd filth fonnd
on ears damaged by the corn-ea- r
"3
worm.
The eggs of the adult insect causing this trouble are laid la the husks
of the young ear. After hatching the
burrows through the soft
"That Is the place
young kernels, leaving Its filth, WASHINGTONsend out seeds."
which, with the escaping juices of
This is the familiar formula which
the corn, furnishes the best possible many Washington guides use In demedium for the development of the scribing to tourists the wonders of
ueed mold and putrid decay.
Suff- the department ot agriculture.
This
reicient of this poisonous material
Information was given through a megmains in the corncobs and corn to aphone by the conductor of the rubbercause a gradual poisoning of the neck wagon to his patrons as they
horses consuming any considerable pass In front of the old red brick adquantity of the damaged corn.
ministration building.
Officials and
The loss of horses In Kansas and clerks within hearing of this brief dea number of other states from blind scription throw down their pens (or,
staggers has been found to be uncut--able- for the sake of pleasantry, should it
he their newspapers?) and take on a
even by a skilled veterinarian,
look of disgust and Injured pride. For
unless the treatment is begun early.
so many thousand of strangers to be
given the Information or to get the
SOWING SEEDS TOO THICKLY
ear-wor-

Monte Carlo Is reported to hare
cleared nearly $40,000,000 last year
So, what's the use?

r

i

widely

separated places show that the

Good Results May Be 8ecured by Us-

iiAn

American men and
teachers have Just set out
for the Philippines. This number was
selected from a large eligible list certified by the United States civil service commission as having the necesand
sary education and experience
having passed the required examination for the Philippine teaching servThey came from nearly every
ice.
state In the union, representing aome
of the best universities, colleges and
E

EIGHTY-FIV-

normal schools in tl
of them are collegl
have done graduate
versltles and others
technical courses pre
take charge of agri
manual training andl
work and domestic as
A fact not generalli
the average term of
lean teachers In the!
nearly six years, uly
than the average
In this country. Tn
time go to the Phi!
r
contract.
made to enable, the!
ascertain whether or
will succeed in the
to glvo the teacher J
out whether or
dent future to the J
him In remjinlngl
two-yea-

Cause rf "Whits Comb."
"White comb" In fowls la caused by
As Lawn Decoratior
Anyhow, they can't censor a
decayed food, Impure water and over- Animal
whistle.
crowding in dark and filthy houses.
statues as outBlde
There is a scurfy appearance to the ANIMAL,tor homes, item to tniWv'y
Some one has told us that a girl
comb and wattles, head and neck, with when you look for them, and they alwith painted cheeks Is like a stale
a gradpui ioss ot feathers from the ways lit em to be coming Into view In
glass of beer nice to look Upon but
head Jand neck. Treatment consists In places where you had hitherto oververy disagreeable -- to the taste.
removing to clean quarters and giving looked them.
wholesome food. At night give a
yellow
In front of the big four-storof castor oil, after which add brick bouse at the northwest corner
Ifthe neighbors Jjeej? fealhw ttiht
for Quitk Growth.
Every element required for quick daily fa teaspoonful ot good condition of 16th and P streets, Jrtt door south
trels In their poultry yards you will
find no difficulty In waking up early growth and full development In pul- powdfcr to the soft food, and anoint of Foundry Church are two white
every morning about daybreak.
lets Is found In milk, oatmeal, chapped the ltead and afflicted parts with
Hons. Apparently they have Just left
The castor oil need only be the covered porch and are strolling They may have heard some one apclover and brau, and in such
proportions that the digestive given onse.
In France lately the top fell off of
down the walk which lead from the proaching from that direction. They
a mountain, destroying gardens and organs will not be
in any
with a stealthy tread and
front door to the sidewalk that Is, are walking
.4
- ,,
orchards. This seems very careless. way.
Egg Laying Contest.
they appear to be walking because if
They should have better land laws.
Egfc laying contests are now being each lion has his right foreleg lifted. migni tning mat tnougnu or evil wers
Sheeli Fertilizer.
carrletd on In many states of the union, They are also keeping step. The pal- In their minds.
On hillsides where coarser animal and they are serving as an excellent
regardThe path they follow leads across
Tls no wonder that Paris
lor, or the whlteneas at the beasts In
ed as a city of high flyers. It Is re waste would hardly stick long enough stimulus to the utility alda of the dlcate that they are young lloua and
- ,
ported there are nearly a thousand to do the ground any good sheep poultry Industry. While they never have not long been exposed to the
registered aviators living within Its droppings take the place of a spe- have pnd never will prove that one wear and tear and dust Incidental to called yellow poplars. A row of hsrd
cially prepared fertilizer.
breed ; or variety Is superior to all guarding a doorway on a much trav- maple Is in the, parking betweeu tho
con tines.
sidewalk and the curb. It Is green
others., they do prove conclusively that eled street
Equal Chance for All.
Dr .Ionian Oldfleld of London Is of
careful breeding in certain strains or
They appear to be twins. Each Is and shady there, but, as every one
It Is an easy matter to put all the families of fowls Increase the egg pro- the same size and the attitude of each knows, a much frenueuted pa
the opinion that those Incapable of
railing In love should be drowned Hat tittle pigs together to bo fed by them- duction away above the average, and la the same; each has his head turned
then there are those who (all In and selves or to enlarge the troughs so in us boosts the returns to even larger to the southeast aa though looking
they may all have an equal chance. - proportion.
rse oi a day.
swim out.
down the avenue of the presidents.
modern

per-hsp- s.

Salt for Hard Worker.
Horses at hard work and on full
grain feed suould have salt often. A
good way la to keep a lump of rock
salt In the corner of each feed box
they are the best Judges of the
amount of salt they require, and if
afforded a constant supply will not eat
too much.

Statues

y

vas-elfnt-

d
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SIMPLICITY

IS CHARM

WKLL TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN
ORDERING GRADUATION DRESS.

The Mora Qlrlleh the Frock, the Bet
tar Will the Wearer Appear, and
There Are Many Material to
Seleet From.
Girlish simplicity la the correct
thing In graduation frocks even the
moat ambitious of graduates recognises that fact But there are many
versions of this simplicity, and it la
attainable at varying prices and different degrees of elaboration.
It la easy nnough to make a distinct
ly girlish frock of sheer lingerie or
bet or laoe and ohiffon coal 1G0 or
1200, if ona goea to a fashionable

er than to the laundress, bat the young
girl Is not as a rule over careful of
her clothes and If a frock must go to
the cleaner oft
summnr
one will have
from It.
1'erh.apa the su
to be spent
where no cleaning establishment Is
clone at hand and Inconvenience Is
added to the time and expense entailed.
It standa to reaaon therefore that
the frock actually fitted for tubbing is
the practical dress for the girl whose
wardrobe Is limited, and It la quite
possible to take this into consideration
without sacrificing too much upon the
altar of utility.
A fin., linon la the moat satisfactory
material for tho lingerie frock that Is
to endure tubbing, and It will pay to
obtain an excellent quality. Batiste,
voiles and marquisettes are softer and
launder well if carefully handled, but
llnon will outwear thnrn vry time.
The cotton marquisettes,
cotton
voiles and crapoa are more recent
and have achieved decided popularity, and a very largo percentage of
the cotton graduating frocks this year
are being made up In these materials.
They launder well, are easily handled, are very soft and graceful, and
durable despite their sheerness and
lend themselves admirably to almple
forms of trimming, although they may
be made very elaborate with hand em
broidery.
The cotton crapes In really good
quality are attractive materials and
are enjoying a great vogue, both for
blouses and tub frocks. It Is said that
they require no Ironing and are very
practical on that account, but laundresses Insist that they are by no
means easily laundered, aa they require stretching and more or leas careful pressing to get them Into the right
shape after laundering.
Embroidered cotton voiles and marquisettes make attractive graduating
frocks and In all the ahops where
youthful dresses are show nono flndaf
quantities of such froo kstfMu.
fi!t
material.

Hotllll

1

IDEAS

IN

MILLINERY

says the Dry Goods Econof in evidence,
omist. The most pronounced change
la the return of mallne hats to strong
dressmaker for It and glvea carte favor.
Drapes of mallne over hemp are
blanche In matter? of handwork and
real lace, and there are many girls especially favored; but brim extenIn ultra smart boarding schools who sion, ruffles and huge wired bowa of
have ordered frocks of this type. But mallne are also being offered.
the great host of girl graduates la by
Hats of Chantllly lace are being
necessity limited to a less costly va- prominently featured.
Some of the
riety of frock simplicity, and after all, most striking of these have the lace
the Indefinable charm attached to fitted so smoothly and firmly over a
youth haa more to do with the success wire foundation aa to present almost
of a graduation frock than hand tucks a tailored appearance.
and real lace.
The popularity of quills continues
There are quantities of models and unabated. They are used either alone
materials available for the youthful or In combination with wheat, flowers,
graduate. The materials most In fa- ribbon or feathers. Among the smartvor are fine cotton marquisette, cot- est models now shown arc white
ton voile, fine linen lawns, lace, net hemps trimmed with white quills and
and chiffon.
white wheat, with a white moire ribThe most practical of graduating bon band.
frocks la, of course, the frock that
Another striking combination is a
will stand tubbing and look well after broad black quill with tiny white parathe ordeal. Fine lingerie frocks are dise sprays curling out from its cennowadays more often sent to the clean- - ter.
TO HOLD DAINTY NIGHTDRESS and green foliage alwaya look charming upon a pink background.
The case opens In front for a third
Pretty Caae of Pale Pink Satin Lined
of the way down, and after the nightWith White 811k Strings te
dress haa been placed Inside, the flap
Match Material.
Is folded upwards and secured with
Something very pretty In the abapo the ribbon strings.
The small sketch on the right hand
of a nightdress case may be seen In
the accompanying sketch. It la car-lie- d side shows the case so closed, and by
out In pale pink satin and lined the way, the silk cord, which Is of a
with soft white silk and edged with fancy pattern, la carried Into three
silk cord and tied together with rib- little loops at each corner.
Thla sachet might, of course, ha
bon strings of a color to match tkd
made In other colors, and It Is alsatin.
Between the covers and the lining ways a pretty Idea with articles, of
a double tblcknesa
of awansdown this description to select colors to
flannelette should be sewn In to give match or harmonize with that of the
the case substance. On the front of bed quilt, or perhaps In the event of
a white bed quilt, the wall paper.

to an Idea that Interfering with the
surface would destroy the skin of the
concrete and lessen Its usefulness.
Two methods are now being successfully employed, giving a finish to
concrete either In molded blocks, or
monolithic construction In place. The
first of these methods la to apply
fresh granite to the face of the mold,
which gives It all the finish and durability of granite ashlar. This flnlsh-'"material la ground and sifted Into
various sizes, several of which are
employed in making the facing mixture, on the same principal as mixing
aggregates so aa to fill the voids. The
beat proportion Is one of cement to
three of aggregate of different sizes.
A small quantity of hydrated lime is
added, which cn acount of lta fineness, acta as a waterproofing, likewise preventing the block from sticking to the mold. The Ingredients are
thoroughly mixed while atlll dry. The
face of the mold la wiped clean and
dry- - A thin layer of almost dry spar
mixed with a little cement mixed with
a little hydrated lime Is spread on
the plate. On top of this a half Inch
of ordinary mixture is spread, then a
layer of rich backing and Anally, the
ordinary block mixture which should
be tamped hard.
The above method la the one used
when a face down concrete block machine la used, while the reverse proc-ces- a
Is used with a face up machine.

An accessory which can be adopted
with greater confidence Is the separate
white collar to be worn with the coat.
A few years ago glrla and younger
women wore embroidered white collars over their coat lapels, but the
present renaissance of the fashion Is
in a different form. The collars now
worn are much more attractive and
elaborate. They come In all the modi
flcatlona of the square or rounded cut
and very often end In the long ruffle
or plaiting which la so great a fad
Just now. Others ar In the shape of
a modified fichu. T iy are both bacoming and pi
as they protect
Especially with
the waist und
a collarless bl
at is to say, an
open-necke-

hard line or
-

resort jet
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Convicts College Students.
More than 60 convicts are enrolled

at the State Agricultural college at
Manhattan, taking the various courses
offered at the college. They are, ao
far aa Is known, the only convict col8econd Floor Plan.
lege students In the United States.
four hours. The molds are removed Few, if any, of the convicts have ever
and the concrete Is rubbed down with seen the college building, and It will
carborundum bricks.
This gives a be some time before any of them can
beautiful polish.
see it, but nevertheless they are enHere Is displayed the design of a rolled students doing regular work-A- ll
house that could be finished In this
the convict college students are
manner at no very great expense. The Inmates of the United States penitenconcrete walls could be carried to the tiary here. They do their class work
second floor and the balance of the In their cells and mall their lesson pastructure could be of frame construc- pers to the college for correction.
tion. The house Is 34 feet 6 inches Some of the convicts-Arstudying agwide and 34 feet long, exclusive of the riculture, some civil engineering, others mechanics, and Borne are studying
dairying. Nearly all of the students
enrolled In the agricultural or dairy
courses are men employed on the
prison farm or In the dairy. Leavenworth Dispatch to New York Tlmea.
e

Monotonous.
"Whatche gonna do with that
knife?"
"I'm gonna play I'm cuttln' you up."
"Aw, you always want to play doctor."
Chemicals are more effective
lighting mine fires than water.
MEMORY

In this case the grit or feldspar la
sifted dry on the wet cement. The'
spar may be pressed Into the surface
by running a roller over It. After it
has set the surface Is washed with a
solution of one part of muriatic acid

1'

fUTCif

porch. The porch of this house extends c".ea.r across the front,' assuring good shade at almost any time of
the day. One enters the house Into a
large reception hall and to the left Is
the fine living room which '.s well
lighted.
A large dining room is
directly back of this and to the right
la the kitchen. The kitchen la entered
through an enclosed porch and directly available Is a good sized pantry.
On the second floor are four bedrooms. A bathroom Is also provided
for.

Appreciation.

e

To allay Itching and Irritation of th
scalp, prevent dry, thin and falling
hair, remove crusts, scales and dandruff, and promote the growth and.
beauty of the hair, the following special treatment la most effective, agreeable and economical. On retiring,
comb the hair out straight all around,
then begin at the side and make a
parting, gently rubbing Cuticura Ointment Into the parting with a bit of
soft flannel held over the end of the
finger.
Anoint additional
parting
about half an Inch apart until the
whole scalp has been treated, the purpose being to get the Cuticura Ointment on the scalp skin rather than on
the hair. It la well to place a light
covering over the hair to protect the
pillow from possible stain. The next
morning, shampoo with Cuticura Soap
and hot water. Shampoos alone may
bo used as often aa agreeable, but
once or twice a month la generally
sufficient for thla special treatment
for women's hair.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment aold
throughout the world. Sample of each
.
free, with
Skin Book. Addresa
post-car"Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."

"Certainly."
"Where's their proof f"
"On their tombstones."

No Accessory of the Season Haa Been
Received With More Qenulna

tg, both In ap-

BEST TREATMENT
FOR
ITCHING SCALPS, DANDRUFF
AND FALLING HAIR

All Dead.
Do you suppose there are any men
who can prove they had no vices?"

LIKE THE SEPARATE COLLAR

pat-flor-

THE

nt

Meeaallne.

dog-ros-e

Its Kind.

Mr. William A. Radford will answer
The second method of finishing conquestions and give advice KHKK OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the crete surfaces Is to give them an ashsubject of building, for the readers of this ler like appearance by pollahlng the
paper. On account of his wide experience surface with carbordum bricks and
aa Editor, Author and Manufacturer, ha water. This method la applicable to
la. without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries monolithic concrete, aa the molds in
to William A. Radford, No. 178 West which It Is formed are built up of
Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111., and only boards, which have a tendency to
enclose two-cestamp for reply.
warp and are more or less rough. In
thlB caso the Inside of the mold which
One of the objections sometimes
1b plastered
made to the use of concrete In build- forms athe face of the walls
rich material. The concrete
ing construction la the fact that the with
finished anrfaco la rough and no at- which Is to form the bank of the walltempt Is made to give a finish to the Is filled In and allowed to set twentysurface, either In the molds or after
their removal. Thla la probably due

8hadw Lace Over Foundation

-

aw
.

Naturally, at this date very little
that can be rightfully termed new Is

and foliage la- embroidered, but
there are, ? isourse, mai ijr other prot
ty designs that might ti ike Us place,
and for thla purpose a transfer,
design
tern of soma suitable
may be easily obtained at a trifling
oi
essary. Othei
coat.
Tho blossoms should, however, be the coat la vi
worked In whit a. aa white blossoms pearuuee and

ANK FOR A I l.F.N S IOOT-RAS- E
(be Antiseptic powder to (halts Into
shoes.
Rel'sves Corns, Bunions. Ins-Nalia. Bwolltn end Sweating feet. Bl
and Callous spots.
Sold evtrywhert
Don't accept any substitute
Sample V BR
Address Allan 8. Olmsted, L.eltuy. NT. AdV.

1

Prevailing Styles Really Show Little
New, Though There Have Been
a Few Changea Made.

the caaa a design of three white

"Not if the baby has tho colic."

"The cream of the general' army
was defeated by the foe."
"Ha he! Then It was whipped
cream."

N

LATE

It Depends.
"Don't you adore the voices of the

Arrw
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First Floor Plan.
to eight of water to remova any
stains. Then It la washed with clean
water to remove tracea of the acid.
In monolithic construction the sides
of the forms are plastered with about
a half Inch of the facing material before the fining la placed.

This house, If finished In the manner prescribed, will look well If built
on a corner lot, as U will present an
exceptionally fine appearance.
It may also be added that If concrete Is used In construction, the
house will be warmer In winter and
much cooler In summer than It would
be If built entirely of frame.
The cost of this house la estimated

at

$4,600.

"Imp" and "Brat."
In the sixteenth century the word
"Imp" had a very different meaning
from that which It bears now. One
sentence of a prayer composed under
Henry VIII.
for general
use 'In
churches ran: "Let us pray for the
preservation of the king's most excellent majesty, and for tho prosper-ousuccess of his entirely' beloved
son, Edward, our prince, that most
angelic Imp." The word "brat" has
also changed Its meaning. A sixteenth
century hymn vrke'r, Oeorge' Uaa
brats,
coine, refera to "Abraham's
that brood of precious seed " Lou
don Chronicle.
a
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IMPROVED.

Since Leaving Off Coffee.
Many persons suffer from poor
memory who never suspect coffee haa
anything to do with It
The drug cadelne in coffee, acta
injuriously on the nerves and heart
too
causing Imperfect circulation,
much blood In the brain at one time,
too little. In another part. This often
causes a dullness which makes a good
memory nearly iinpoealble.
"I am nearly seventy years old and
did not know that coffee waa the
cause of the stomach and heart trouble I suffered from for many years,
until about four years ago," writea a
Kansas woman.
"A kind neighbor Induced me to
quit coffee and try Poatum. I had
Jeen suffering severely and waa
greatly reduced In flesh. After using
Poatum a little while I found myself
Improving. My heart beats became
regular and now I seldom ever notice any symptoma of my old stomach trouble at all. My nervea are
ateady and my memory decidedly
better than white I waa using coffee.
"I like the taste of Poatum fully aa
well aa coffee."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Write for booklet, "The
Road to Wellvllle."
Poatum comes In two forma.
Regular (must be boiled).
Instant Poatum doesn't require
boiling but la prepared Instantly by
stirring a level teavpoonful in an ordinary cup of hot water, which makes
It right for most persons.
A big cup requires more and soma
people who like strong things put In
a heaping spoonful and temper it with
a large supply of cream.
Experiment until yon. know the
amount that please your palate and
have It served that way In the future,
"There's a Heaaoa" for Postum.

Royal Society Packages j

T
Hymeneal

In Night Gowns. Corset Waists
Children's Dresses. Corset Covers, etc. - - They are just in.
Children's Sashes and Hair Ribbons. In fact our Ribbon line
is the best in town, and we absolutely defy any competition
in Prices.

Clovis Woman's Club.

Martha L. McGregor and
Mrs. W. D. McBee was hostSamuel 0. Maddox,
both of ess to the Clovis Woman's Club
Clovis were united in marriage last Friday afternoon when she
at the Catholic church, Saturday entertained members of the

evening by Father Sixtius Kopp. club and a number of invited
Both Mr. Maddox and his bride guests.
arc well known in Clovis and The program for the afterhave a host of friends who wish noon was as follows:
them unbounded
joy. The
Roll Call with current events.
New extends congratulations.
Solo Mrs. S. C. Skidmore
Reading Miss Anna Curren
Solo-M- rs.
J. B. Westerfield
Miss Ethel Sears
and Mr.
Paper, "Necessities and LuxOscar Todd were married Monday, at the home of the bride's
uries" Mrs. Otis Jones.
Paper Mrs. S. C. Nutter.
parents, Rev. Milton Reece tyContest arranged by hostess.
ing the nuptial knot Mr. and
The literary program was deMrs. Todd will make their home
lightful
and the merry flow of
on Mr. Todd's
farm south of
Clovis. May success and hap- chatter added to the afternoon's
enjoyment.
piness be their lot.
Mrs. Cash Ramey was awarded
a fine box of chocolates as the
K.
Surprise for Company
in the poets contest.
winner
Mrs. F. C. Blumlein very
Delicious
refreshments of ice
pleasantly surprised the boys of
cream
and
were served.
cake
Company K of the New Mexico
Mrs.
guests were:
s
McBee'
National Guards at a "Tackey
Ramey,
Mesdames
Childers,
Party" given at the Amory
Jones,
Snyder,
Cor- Ashcraft,
building,
Monday
evening.
vin,
of
Arizona,
Williams,
of
When the boys returned to the
Chicago,
Miss
Hamilton.
Armory building after their
The following paper by Mrs.
practice drill, they were greetC. Nutter was
S.
enjoyed bv
ed by a crowd of towns people,
the
members:
dressed in peculiar garb which
provoked much amusement and "THE WOMAN'S CLUB
laughter. Dancing
was the
OF CLOVIS."
amusement for the evening. Whan Friday comes-tfirst and third.
It briny with It the ? ladsome thought.
Sanwiches and coffee were That
frlendi will meet this day with cheerful
served.
word
he

Farewell to Master
Mechanic, Jas. Keily.
Last Saturday evening, a
crowd gathered at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Keily on Meriwether St and listened to the
beautiful strains of music furnished by the Clovis band as
they serenaded at the Keily
home. In a short presentation
speech. Mayor E. R. Hart presented to Mr. Keily with a $400
diamond ring as a gift from
the employes and railroad men
who were associated with Mr.
Keily.
He left "Sunday
to accept a more lucrative position in Chicago.

Band Concert.
The Chamber of Commerce
Band will give a concert on
Main St Saturday night 7:30 to
8:30.

Program as Follows:
March, "High Pride"
Selection, "Faust"

.

Heed
Gounod

Charisteristic Two-SteLampe
"Happy Heine"
Waltz, "Upon the Sea," Rosas
p,

"KenNovelty Two-Stetucky Wedding Kuot"
Selection, "May Flowers"
p,

Laurens
"Alexander's Rag Time
Band" (by request) Shulter
"National Emblem March,"
Bagley.
A. W.

Johnson,
Director.

To profit by what eacn hath wrought.
"Unlucky Friday" ao named In sonic and story,
No more should be
amiss
But Luonr be Its crown of
By the Woman's Club of Clovis.
Well. yes. It is very very pleesan t.
Meeting with the folks, you know,
Noting who Is absent who is present.
Who has come and who will go.
Well-fille- d
programs point the way
Toward the goal of that or this.
With subjects brilliant, grave or gay
By the Woman's Club of Clovis.
News of interest heard at roll call.
Leave an Imprest good and true.
Motions, made by members short and tall.
Bring forth thoughts both bright snd new.
The world moves on with wondrous stride
And woman meets her metamorphosis
With ready tact, and so must we. or woe betide
The Woman's Club of Clovis.
Within our ranks we point with pride.
To each endowed with mental gifts galore.
We note such names (we trust they will not
chide- -)
As Curren, Evans. Griffin and Skidmore.
Some talk of literature while others talk of art
Some incline to civic work and business.
But ail agree that truth comes from the heart
Of this Woman's Club of Clovis
There's If organ, Cataldy. Patton and McBee,
Westerfield. Mersfekler. Stalker and Brown.
BoekenhuU. Wllkerson, Singleto
With Winters, Smith and other yet out of town.
Track has been kept of those at home
Of thoee abroad - go ask the muses
Where they have been, how long Intend le roeir
From the Woman's Club of Chrv Is.
My muse ie gone, my song is sung.
I thank yew for your bearing.
The words eft attend by the tongue
From critics point cause fearing.
My wishes best, for future work
May we roach the mainland of success.
Where the record will read-N- ot
one st.rk.
In the Woman's Clab ef Clovis,

Exchange of Magazines.
some women of Clovis are
placing good magazines on a
table in the pout office building.
Any one can take a magazine
from this table and keep it two
weeks. Any one in the city
taking high toned magazines
are invited to place them on this
table for the public. No prom
ise is made by the ladies that
magazines will be returned but
owner can take them from the
table. This is a laudable work
and should be encouraged. There
is no expense attached. Let
the' people take this method of
exchanging magazines.

risamore j& Osborne
Pleasant Hill Items.

Good Work on

Jail.

Work
J. A. Kennedy, Jr. and wife
the
court
and
two little daughters stopped
Report of Spelling and Cihouse
and
jail
building
under
off
day at Clovis on their way
a
phering Match at Pleasant Hill
Contractor
Ben
Bechtel
Arand
to
California
where they go to
June 21st.
spend a
Meeting called to order by chitect Goetz at Carrizozo. The visit relatives and
jail building will be completed, couple of months
Prof. J. H. Kays, Chairman.
vacation.
within a few days, while the
Miss Bonnye Spearman, Sec.
Not price, but quality. RichSong led by A. M. Singleterry cornice woek and roof is being ardson Studio. Best to those
placed on the court house. All who know. Also kodak finishPrayer,
Rev Taylor
Opening Address, Wilson Davis the material for the building is ing.
on the ground and it wiil be Put in your orders
for Velvet
Remarks by the Chairman,
but a short while until the lee Cream at Irvin's ConfecNoon.
tionery.
delivered to
Lots of dinner on the ground buildings are completed Car- any part Orders
of the city. Phone
is progressing

for everybody, and

on

same was rizozo Outlook.

No. 258.

greatly enjoyed by all present.

Afternoon.
Music Violin and organ.
Recitations by pupils of Pleasant Hill ana Liberty Bell
Spelling Match. All stood up
and spelled down, George Davis
and Mary Kays being the win
ners.
Ciphering Match in all the
grades was1 about evenly divided between
Pleasant Hill and
Liberty Bell Districts and was
much enjoyed by all.
Presentation of Diplomas to
the Pleasont Hill graduates who
passed in the 8th grade examinations.
Remarks by Rev. Taylor.
Adjournment.
Owing to the rain the night
before and the threatening
weather of the morning, a great
many who intended to be present failed to come.
The house was well filled by
people who are interested in
good schools.

The people of the Pleasant
neighborhood are to be
congratulated on the interest
they take in their school and
when you mix with them it is
not surprising that they have
a good school and it has never
been the good fortune of the
writer to meet a more intelligent, friendly and hospitable
set of people than those of
Pleasant Hill and vicinity and I
predict that their school will
continue to get better and better as long as they pursue their
Hill

The Children's Day Exercises
at the South Side Mission were
well attended last Sunday the
and the
house was crowded
children gave a very interesting
program which was enjoyed by
all. Prof. D. N. Croft accompresent policy.
panied the children's songs
Respectfully Submitted,
with his violin. This kindness
Wilson Davis.
was appreciated bp the members
of the Sunday School. The W. G. Owens and family left Mr. and Mn. L. C. Mersfeldchildren were treated to candy Monday for a week's pleasure er are expected home about the
first of July.
trip to Hereford, fishing.
at the close of the program.

Skidmore Drug Co.
Headquarters For

S

Imperial Crown
Toilet Preparations.
Every preparation backed with a Guarantee.
Our Drugs and Drug Sundries line is
complete in every respect. A trial in our
store is to become a regular customer.
Our MUSIC stock is a line of the very
latest. Call in and have some of them
played over and then make your selection.

Make our Store your Headquarters while in
town.

SKIDMORE DRUG CO.

r

W. S. TURNER
Staple and Fancy

GROCERIES
The Store That Accomodates"

Butter and Country Produce
Exchange Market
Deal with

Turner and you always get
a "Square Deal"
South Main Street

Clovis, New Mexico.

Texico News.

Notice

By Walter A. Hurl but.
Rev. W. H. Hurlbut, of Friona
visited his brother Walter A.
Hurlbut, of Texico, last Monday
returning home the same day.
A short time ago Rev, E.

Franklin Cramer, the Methodist
pastor of the M. E. church of
Texico,
accompanied by the
writer, drove over to the Plain-vieschool house which is located about 6 miles South East
from Farwell.
As their Sunday school came before the
preaching service, we had the
pleasure of seeing a thriving
Sunday School on the plains
with Mr. Frank McElroy as its
superintendent.
Mr. McElroy,
who is an efficient worker along
this line, also had charge as
teacher, of a class of small
boys. Mr. Good taught a class
of girls while Mr. Watkins instructed the Bible class. Aa
the lesson was well prepared by
both the instructors and the instructed. The services were
interesting indeed. Then came
the preaching services which
were also interesting and we
hope to be permitted to visit
you again.
Tne rain, oh the rain, it has
come again and last night we
had an abundant rain, a glorious old soaker. It seems to be
an easy thing for it to rain now
days. Well, let it come, and
keep things growing.
Rev. 0. T. Wattenbarger,
former pastor of the Congregational church of Farwell came
from Hurley last night and
returned Tuesday morning with
another load of goods. He has
resigned his position as pastor
of the church at Farwell and
has taken up the work at Hurley. The rain has hindered him
considerably of late about
moving.
Mr. Fears,
editor of "The
l,
State Line Tribune," of
has rented the parsonage
of the Congregational church
and will move into it soon. Mr.
Bell, of Texico, has been engaged to paint and
the
rooms.
Judge Hale is in town and reports a very fine crop of kaffir
corn. He says, "it will make a
ton to the acre. " He has great
faith in the future of this counw

Far-wel-

re-pap- er

try.

of Suit.

further take notice
Harry L. Patton, whose
business and post office ad dress
is Clovis, New Mexico, is attorney for plaintiff in said suit.
In Witwess Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court, this
the 24th day of June 1913.
You will

In the District Court of Curry
county New Mexico.

Francis M. Hays, Plaintiff vs.
Lina Hays, Defendant.
To Lina Hays, defendant in
the above entitled suit:
You will take notice that a
suit has been filed against you
in the District Court for the
Fifth Judicial District of the
State of New Mexico, within
and for the County of Curry, in
which Francis M. Hays is the
plaintiff and Lina Hayes is the
defendant, and numbered 632 on
the civil docket of said court.
You are hereby notified that
the general objects of said suit
y
are that the bonds of m
existing between Francis
M. Havs
the plaintiff herein,
and Lina Hays, the defendant
herein, be cancelled and that
the plaintiff be granted an absolute divorce from the defendant and for all other equitable
and proper relief.
You are further notified that
if you fail to appear and answer
or plead in this cause on or before the 7th day of August
atri-mon-

that

A. L.

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY
Masonic Lodge No. 40.
George Roach, Worshipful Master;
E. Justus, Senior Warden; Preston La
Junior Warden; W. O. Russ, S, D.;
Cramer, J. D.; J. A. Nichols, Tyler;
Whutng. Secretary;
A. W. Skarda, Treasurer:
Johnson, S. S.; R. L. Pryor, J. S.

Awalt,

County Clerk of Curry County
and Clerk of the District Court
for said County,
(Seal.)
J26 17

Mc-Cullu-

Railroad
Time Table,
No.
113.. Ar. from Chicago,

'

Moose Lodge No. 1035.

Kan-

sas city, Wichita, Amarillo
10:50 a. m.
and points east
113.. Dep. for Melrose, Fort
Sumnex', Vaugn, Mountain-air- ,
Belen, Albuquerque
and points west .11:20 a. m.

ff

W. H. Wilson, Dictator; A. L
D. ; -- Hays, Vice Dictater;

Await,
Jno. L.
Hays, Prelate; Clovis Downing, Treas.;
Sam Skidmore, Secretary;
J. E. AnPerry
derson, Seargent at Arms;
Keown, Outer Guard; F. M. Malone,
Inner Guard. Meets every Tuesday night at Moose Hal
in Owen buiiding.

Past

B. P. O. E, No. 1244.

Br

H. W. Crawford. Exalted Ruler; A. Mandell,

f$;

Esteemed Leading Knight; Joe Sellers,
teemed Loyal Knight; De Witt Peal,
m
W. H.
teemed Lecturing Knight;
worth, Esquire; E. E. Bundy, Inner Guard
Meets
J. E. Shaw Van, Tyler; F. B. Herod, Secretary.
at Elks Home 2nd and 4th Wednesday nights.

Es-&t- m

Es-5gg-

M.

B. of L. F. and E.
F. Patterson, President; D. M. Rogers, Vice Pres..

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

B. of L. E.

county, New Mexico.
International Life Insurance
Company Plaintiff, vs. Clarence
E. Dubbs and Bernice Dubbs,
Defendants.
No. 634.

the Defendents,

N. P. Cook, Secretary.

Carl Pebberly, Chief;

.

B. of R. T.
K. L. Swift,

Notice of Sale.

To

.

T

J26-Jyl- 7

Notice of Suit.
In the District Court of Curry

W. B.
A. J.
A. W.

I. O. O. F. No. 31.
R. L. Pryor, Noble Grand; John
V. Grand;
Sam Grigsby, Recording Sec; L. F. Grigsby, Financial
Sec. ; James Kent, Treasurer;
R. L.
Pryor, Drill Captain.

114.. Ar. from Pecos, Carlsbad, Roswell and Portales
10:55 a. m.
1 14.. Dep. for Amarillo, WichA. D. 1913, judgement by deita, Kansas citv, Chicago
and points east
11:45 a. m.
fault will be rendered against
you in this suit and the allega- 117.. Ar. from Chicago, Kansas city, Wichita, Amariltions in plaintiff's complaint will
lo and points east 12:05 a. m.
be taken as confessed.
Dep. for Portales, Ros117..
W. A. Gillen water is the atwell,
Carlsbad and Pecos
torney for the plaintiff, and his
11:25 a. m.
business address is Clovis, New
Mexico.
118.. Ar. from Albuquerque,
Witness my hand and the seal
Mountainair, Ft. 'Sumner,
of said court at Clovis, New
Melrose and points west
4:30 a. m.
Mexico, this 23rd day of June
D.
1913.
A.
118.. Dep. for Amarillo, WichA. L, Awalt,
ita, Kansas city, Chicago
County Clerk.
and points on Coleman
cut-oBy W. C. Zerwer, Deputy.
4:35 a. m.

(Seal.)

Chas.

Shere,

Whereas, on the 8th day of
January 1913, in an action pending in the District Court of Curry county, New Mexico, wherein
Clovis Building and Loan Association was plaintiff and A. J.
Rhodes, as administrator of the
estate of Louis Wire dceased et
al, were defendants, said cause
being numbered 476 on the docket of said court, judgment was
rendered in favor of plaintiff
and against defendants to cover
debt, interest ana attorney's
fees in the sum of $1491.35, and
a certain mortgage was foreclosed and the following described real estate, situate in Curry
county, New Mexico,
t:
Lot 9, Block 41, in the original
town of Clovis, according to the
recorded plat thereof was ordered sold, which judgment and
decree is entered in the records
of said court in book C at page

Clarence
E. Dubbs and Bernice Dubbs:
You will hereby take notice
that a suit has been fikd and is
now pending in the District
Court of Curry county New
Mexico, in which International
Life Insurance Co. is plaintiff
and you, the said Clarence E.
Dubbs, are defendants, and that
said suit is numbered 634 on the
Civil Docket of said court.
You will further take notice
that the general objects of said 129.
Now, therefore, know all men
suit are as follows: To recover
by
these presents, that the unjudgment against you in the dersigned
as special Master of
sum of $1320.00 interest, attor Court, on the 25th day of June,
ney's fees and costs of suit, on 1913, at the hour of two o'clock
account of a promissory note in in the afternoon, at the south
door of the court house, in
the sum of $1200.00 executed by frontcity
of Clovis, Curry county
the
you on the 28th day
of May New Mexico, will expose and of1910,
payable to the order of fer for sale the above described
said plaintiff, and to foreclose a real estate at public outcry to
certain mortgage deed executed the highest bidder for cash in
by you at even date with said hand to satisfy the above described judgment in said
and
note and to secure the same costs of court and costs sum
of this
upon the following described sale. This 28th day of May, 1913
real estate, situate in Curry
Chas. A. Scheurich,
Special Master of Court.
county, New Mexico,
M29-J1- 9
North East quarter
The
of Section ten (10),
NE
Take Plenty of Time to Eat.
township two (2) north, of
that "npfd eating U slow
Than
thirty-six
(36) East, N. suicide." Is If saying
range
yon have formed the habit of
M. P. M. which mortgage ap- eat Id too rapidly you are moat likely suffering
indigestion or constipation,
which will
pears of record in said county from
reattlt eventually, in aerious illneaa. unleaa cor
in the mouth Food
and for all other proper equit rected. Digestion
should be thoroughly masticated and insalivatable relief in said action.
ed. Then when you have a fullness
of the
You will further take notice stomach or feel dull and stupid after eating,
one of Chamkerlaln's
Tablets. Many
that unless you appear, answer take eases
of stomach trouble and constipation
or plead in said suit, on or be- have bean cured by the use of these tablets
They are eaay to ta'ie and moat agreeable in
fore the 8th day of August, 1913 effect.
Bold by All Druggists.
judgment by default will be rendered against you, and plaintiff
James Daughtry, one of R
wide-awawill apply to the court for the
insurance
relief prayed for in his com- men passed
through Clovis
plaint filed in said suit
Tuesday on his way home.

J.

C.

C. F. Chance, Vice President;
L. E. Taylor, Treasurer.

President;

Whitaker, Secretary;

M. W. A.
A. B. Douglas. W. Advisor;
Meets 1st and 3d Friday nights in

J. R. Walker, V. Consul;
Irvine, Clerk.
Await Hall.

C. D.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths
112
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Clovis, New Mexico.

South Main St.

to-wi-

John Boss, a farmer who lives
three miles south of Texico says,
"We had our crops in and up
before the rain and now we are
resting while the growing fine."
Owing to the fact that we had
to overhall,
and
our office this week many
valuable communications have
been crowded out but which will
appear next week.

re-pap- er

re-pai- nt

Remember the Clovis News is
now, and has always been the
"People's Paper." No defunct
banker owns any stock in this
paper or dictates its editorial
and political policy.
We have
no strikers or
at St.
Vrain, Grady or Hollene.
aide-issu-

es

John Russell, of Bonhum,
Texas, who is attend ing a house
party at the home of Lee Bivens
in Amarillo, spent Sunday with
his cousin Richard
Noble, in
Clovis.
Tonsorial work
For First-clas- s
Call

at the old K.

C.

BARBER SHOP.
Childers & Johnson; Proprs.
2d Door South of

the Clovis

National Bank.
Call and see us. Once a patron
always a patron.

to-wi-

!

"In Business For Your Protection" t
The

Baker

Abstract-Insuranc-

Co.

e

FIRE INSURANCE,

BONDS, RENTALS,
COMPLETE ABSTRACTS OF TITLE
To All Lands and Lots in Curry County,

Lyceum Building

Clovis, New Mex.

-

iiiifn

The Sanitary Barber Shop.
Only first class workmen employed.
Satisfaction assured.
ixh

a

Everything new and
Central Main St

b. Wagner, Prop.

t:

1-- 4

beg-i-n

DO YOU WANT MONEY?
Our Eastern loan men will inspect our
loan field in about ten days, and anyone
desiring a farm loan soon should make
application at once and we will have
land inspected while our men are here.

os-wel- l's

ke

t

The Union Mortgage Co.
CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO

The Grady Record says:

The Clovis News

New
i real

dent appointed A. A. Jones of
Las Vegas, N. M.. First Assist
I
ant Secretary of the Interior.
The President has appointed a
western man as Secretary of the
J. E. CURREN, Editor.
Interior, a western man as his
Arthur E. Curren, Manager. first assistant, a western man as
IN
Commissioner of the General
Land Office and a western man
Entered at the post office at as his first assistant, so if the
Clovis, N. M. as second class homesteader does not set what
matter under the act of March he rightly deserves it will be no
3, 1879.
fault of the President."
If anybody should ask you just
tell them for us that the Presidents in any old party were al
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One Year
$1.00 ways "with the homesteader,"
Six Months
50 but the federal judges who here
tofore were appointed by the
President were the fellows who
put the homesteader and the
The statement that Richard L. honest actual
democratic editors
Metcalfe, associate editor of on
THAT
the run and now, after Ret
Bryan's Commoner, is to succeed ting in our
man after 16 years
M. H. Thatcher as Governor of
hard fighting for "free homes
Panama Canal zone has been of
and the honest actual settler" in
oficially confirmed. We are glad
comes not the grasshoppers or
to hear this as Dick is a very
Grass-Pirat- e
or the Wool
competent man and will make a the
King, Coal King or big corporate
fine chief executive for the Zone
octopus, but the "smooth," oil- tongued, under-handeThe St. Vrain edition of the
"peanut politician editor,"
Clovis Journal has opened up its who with a deceptive cunning,
skunk batteries on Mr. Await, known only to those who have
Harry Patton, Judge Terrell and watched his
ens
quietly but
others of our citizens, and all most effectually gets off with
because these men refused to sit not only the legetimate business
quietly by and allow the county of the party but flaunts his
to be exploited and depleted.
threats in the face of
the homesteader and
The leading Democratic paper saying "I AM IT, I have run a
big bluff on the republican Land
of Colfax county says:
Office at Ft. Sumner and ALL
"Go after them Jim Curren
they are not dead yet, only play- the business of ALL the home
ing off. The old gang will bob steaders in this neck o' the woods
up any time if we don't watch belongs to ME. I am a "politi
them."
cian from
Not the old gang in the repub
woe be unto any homesteader
lican party is so much to be
refuses to dance at my beck
that
feared as the new grafter in our and call.
own party. Those are the sleek
government is just as weak as
guys that are now busy fooling A press
the
and people make it,
Fergusson
and the Demo and a mercenery newspaper
run
cratic party of New Mexico strictly
personel aggranfor
the
Barnum once wisely said "the
dizement of its editor or stock
American people love to be hum
bugged" and it seems that way holders with little or no regard
for the people except what they
some newly elected
with
can make out of it in a financial
How long
Democratic officials.
or political way is nothing more
before they will get their politi
or less than a public affliction.
cal eyes open no one knows.
A gagged newspaper is impotent
and a soulless newspaper is a
Messrs. H. Barlow and
Alfred Veasey. wife and
Some people appear to have menace, while a clean and out- Objects to Clovis-Lubboc- k
Vernon,
child,
Texas,
of
of the Santa Fe
Clark
are
the
Name.
the wrong idea about this game spoken newspaper is a godsend
guests
of
aunts,
his
Misses
service
went to Portales
the
of business. They seem to think to the people.
The following communication Lelia and Nannie Kendall,
day
on
business for the
this
It consists in simply driving out
from a Slaton citizen who ob week.
Fe.
competition. That is a mistake.
The Elk's of Clovis will cele jects to the News referring to
You have all you can attend to brate the 4th of July in Roswell the road as the
k
in steering your own ship; you this year. A special train car- road is
have no time to devote to your rying Elk's their families and
Slaton, Texas, June 4tb 1913.
You have no time to friends will leave at 6 o'clock on
rival.
Editor Clovis News,
throw bricks at your competitor the morning of the 4th and reClovis, N. M.
is
in a vain endeavor to make him turn any time that night
AlDear Sir: Your many friends
pack up his tent and steal away though the train will be known down here notice that as you
At this day and age such a sys- as the "Elk's Special." it is not mention the progress of the cut
tem is numbered as one of the an exclusive affair, any one de- off from time to time in the
lost arts. The world is too big siring to go may do so by seeing News, and the road is nearing
and there are too many people Mr. Mandell and paying the fair completion between Slaton and
and too much trade for such a which is $5.25 for the round Clovis, or more properly speak
plan to work. The .public are trip. Sixty have already signi- ing from Lubbock to Texico,
not long in learning the nature fied their intention of going. It you always refer to the road as
of a "human hog." and when is probable that the crowd will the Lubbock-Clovi- s
road.
ever any man says "I must have much exceed that on the morn
Slaton is in the same relative
it ALL" city, county and na ing of the 4th.
with
position on this Cut-of- f
t ion's business
the public are
Lubbock as Clovis is with Texnot long in "getting onto his
Tiaban will celebrate the 4th ico, and would it not be just as
gait," and when they do, they of July this year in proper style. fair to call it the Slaton Texico
invariably quit him like rats They will have a herd of 25 Buf- road. It is obvious that it would
de sorting a sinking ship and falo and a herd of imported Per- be more consistent to call it
this applies to the "must have sian sheep. Bronco busting, in either the Slaton-Clovi- s
road or
it ALL" class in Clovis as else cluding some wild west stunts the Lubbock-Texic- o
road. Techwhere.
will be among the attractions. nically speaking it is the Lubbocroad, and we would
Several people, including the k-Texico
Clovis ball team will help Tiaban make no objections to its being
called that, or referred to in
celebrate.
is in Clovis every day and is
that way, but we think that
fully prepared and equipped
For Sale or Trade. -- Block 29 Lubbock and Texico should Iboth
West Lawn Addition, Clovis, be eliminated and the road really
to do all eye, ear, nose and
New Mexico. Will take $600.00 styled as it really presents itself
throat work, such as adecash or its equal in stock or 'The
noids, turbinates, tonsils,
road or the
good automobile.
What have "Clovis-Slayton- "
etc. at moderate prices.
road.
In the Heart of the Business District.
O. Box 64, Ardmore
Phone
GLASSES PROPERLY FITTED AND you?-- P,
Very Respectfully,
2t,
guaranteed at reduced prices. Oklahoma.
Citizen.
Slaton
The News Printing Company
(Incorporated)

IF ONLY
HAD THAT
nunc, i

I

THE

ANK
NOW

QUIT

GET RICH QUICK

SPECULATION

--

d,

one-hor-

"Last year I had some money saved
up," he said, "and IF I had kept "it in
the Bank and left it there it would be
there NOW, with more added to it.
but a stranger came along with an
ticing looking scheme and I bit. If I
had had any sense I would have asked
my BANKER about those 'good
things' before I invested and LOST

se

tac-tic-

job-grabbi- ng

tax-paye-

r,

my money."
' Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank"

First National Bank
of Clovis

Capital and Surplus $42,000.00

HL

Mon-

Santa

Clovis-Lubboc-

"The Quality Tells and the Price
Sells" That
the secret of
our success in selling

GROCERIES

Space will not permit us to

--

enumerate the many table
necessities and quote our
low prices, but you will be

satisfied if you trade with

DR. A.

L DILLON

HARVEY

Slaton-Clovis-

"

&

H.

Water

MORRIS

'The Leading Grocers"

25.

This Bank Always More Than Safe
A comparison showing our method of carrying TWICE AS MUCH CASH AND
SIGHT EXCHANGE as the National Banking Laws require.
The National Banking Laws require National Banks to carry twenty-fiv- e
per cent
of their deposits in Cash and Sight Exchange. This Bank carries in the neighborhood of
FIFTY PER CENT.

Statements rendered to the Comptroller of Currency
for the past year show:
Cash and Sight Exchange.

Deposits.

$54,668.76
50,226.43
56,802.84
55,394.07
61.860.99

52 per cent

48 per
52 per
49 per
52 per

STATE

$104,291.25
105,309.59
108,649.96
112,106.45
117,832.30

cent
cent
cent
cent

AND

A. T. & S. F.

DEPOSITORY

The GLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

2
Pecos Valley Will

Produce Large Fruit Crop.
N. M. June 15th
more
than a thousand
Out of
orchard trees
new
of
acres
planted in the vicinity of Roswell this year, less than 5 per
cent of the trees were lost, say
the horticulturists and nurserymen. This is a larger percentage saved than in any previous year.
In all probability, there will
be more than 1,000 acres plant
ed next season. The local people as well as the investors and
home makers of the eastern
states who are coming this
way are just awakening to the
fact that the Pecos valley fruit
district will be the closest fruit
section to the deep waters when
the Panama canal .opens to the
world in 1915. Not only the
closest, but a down grade pull
to the leading ships.
This is going to maan moi-- to
Roswell than any other thing.
"It means as much as bringing
in a gusher, " said a prominent
The
business man last night
oil well is bound to come. It
means cheap fuel and byproduct plants. While benefiting
a few financially, it will mean
large payrolls here, but the apple orchards mean a better distribution of the wealth. It
means that the farming section
will keep pace with the city -and you can wager that Roswell
is going to become a city at no
Roswell,

SAtvr
bearing orchards thousands of
cars for the deep water markets.
This pear the farmers expect
large returns for their half
Already
million dollar crop.
400 cars have been tentatively
sold. It means that the tonnage is going to be so great
that eastern capital even if local capital does not wish to
build the railroad will do so.
even wishout making the valley
put up bonuses.
Prof. A. G. Hammer, the
government entomologist locat
ed here, says that the orchards
this year are in 25 per cent
better shape than any time beforeboth as to pruning and
spraying. The fruit this year
is to be of a higher quality.
There will be little cull crop.
Nothing short of a hailstorm
can defeat the ample returns
due the horticulturists this year.
The season for hail is practically over. Thirty days will
tell the story, and even a hail.
which is always local and not of
a wide section, can do untold
damage. Roswell News.

-

A. E. Bently representing the
Southern Carnival company, ope
of the largest and best in the
south, was in the city Friday
making the necessary final ar
rangements for the coming of
the shows, which will be here
on scheduled time, from July
7th to 13th to participate in our
carnival.
merchants
M r. Bently says that his comp
far distant date."
any did cancel all dates in West
Right now there are 1,400 ern New Mexico and Colorado
acres of bearing orchards. In but will fulfill all engagements
two years there will bo a
in Eastern New Mexico. They
and more, in three years possi- go from here to Hereford Texas
bly 500 more, and in the next
Mrs. C. J. Quante is quite ill
two years, 1,500 more. This
will make close to 5, COO acres of at her home in E. Clovis.
mid-summ-

er

Agricultural Notes.
Six out of

the nine farmers
with the Santa Fe

in agricultural
work were visited by
McCowen,
New Mexico field
man on Tuesday,
June 24th.
Of these 6 farmers, Mr. J. D.
Hopper succeeded in obtaining
the best stand of demonstration
crops.
All the farmers are in high
spirits over the present good
season although the weed pros
pect is not encouraging.
Mr. J. L. Pope, clerk and
publicity man of the Salt Lake
Agricultural department at Am- arillo, Texas was in Clovis on
Tuesday covering a special ag
ricultural news assignment. Mr.
Pope visited C. M. Steed's dairy
took notes on the dairy and farm
pictures
of
and gathered
the place and of Mr. Steed which
will accompany an article to be
used in the Texas Panhandle
publications.
Mr. W. F. Snell, Santa Fe
is planting between
the rows where the recent heavy
rains have cut down or ruined
the stand of the previous planting.
It is very important this year
that full stands of crops are
obtained because the season is
excellent and it is believed it
will continue so. The farmer
who plants just a little thicker
than usual should this year
excel.
How about the silos? Will
Clovis farmers put in the 25
This
silos that are predicted.
public
of
question
is not a
on the farmers part but
average
farmer around Clothe
will
not put in a silo,
who
vis
lack
of enterprise or
it denotes
railroad

dem-onstrpti-

Co-opera-

spir-itone- rs

a

lack of business acumen. Some
of the Clovis farmers are waiting to see how much of a crop
they will have. Begin on that
silo NOW.
If your crop is good
the silo will dou ble your profits
on the feed that you put into it.
Messrs. Z. N. Harvey. W. F.
Braswell and Wm. J. McConnell
declare that their farms keep
them so interested and busy
that they begrudge the time
required to go to town once in
every two weeks.
While there is yet time Clovis
farmers should get a hold of
cowpeas and plant them. Your
farm stock needs the nitrogen
of the pea just as much as you.
Mr. Farmer needs the nitrogen
of meat and eggs. Balance
your feeds and make the milk
flow. Then provide silage and
watch the milk flow even faster.

Spread the News.

Importance of Contentment.
If the woman is not satisfied
and no effort is made for her
comfort the farmer might as
well give up his aspirations to
become successful; for the family cannot remain on the farm
it the wife and mother rebels.
On thousands of farms there is
every reason for rebellion, for
absolutely nothing is done to
give the woman the aid she
needs in housekeeping, in the
bringing up of her children
and in the performance of her
share of the farm duties. How
many men who have reapers
and binders think of the washing machine and the ironing
machine for their wives? asks
Miss Martha Van Renssalaer of
Cornell University in the Western Farmer, Spokane,
In how many cases would the
woman think this was a needsimply because
less expense,
she had been trained to believe
that her health and her hap
piness and conservation are in
ferior matters and do not
measure up to the needs of the
livestock and the farm? The
farmer's wife should be taught
how to conserve her time and
and energy, how to get the
latest labor saving devices, how
to do her work scientifically and
intelligently and how to combine pleasure with duty. She
should have some idea of art, so
that her home may be beautiful
and she should not be given
to believed that there is nothing
in life beyond the dreary routine of daily toil

New Mexico is haying one of
her best years in every respect
From every seetion almost
of abundant
comes reports
rains which is bringing out a
fine range for stock and has
done much toward insuring all
kinds of crops adapted to the
various sections of the state.
The world should know of our
prosperity, our good feeling over our prospects. New Mexico
is rapidly getting out of the
arid region of the west, Is raising more each year, is becoming a market for all she produces and the farmer is getting
more independent. With more
manufacturing at various points
the market for the producer will
be better and if money interests
will learn more of our conditions
Mrs. Tom Doran, of Santa Fe,
investments will be more rapid is the guest of Mrs. M. Boyle,
and more general,
this week.
i

Notice of Suit.

Notice

Lund Office

Da

ntn
Mot!
Clov

Department of U

at Ft. Sumner. N 1
Notice is hereby given that. William M. Taggart
of Claud. N. M. who on June 88,1910. made
homestead entry No. 08140 for Lots 1, 2, 8. and 4
R. 35 E., N. M. P.
Section 3 Township 4 N
Meridian and on May 22nd 19IM made additional
H. E. Mo. 010720 for Iota 1. 2. Sac. 4 Tp. 4
N. R. 86 E. haa filed notice of Intention to make
three year proof to establish claim to the land
above desci Ihod before William J. Curren. U. 8.
Commissioner, at hl office at Clovls N. M. on
tho 24th day of July 191".

In

Notice of Sale.
Whereas, on tht 8th day of

the District Court op

Curry County

January, 1913, in an action pending in the District CourT of Cur-

N. M.

No. 628.

Do You Know
That one inch of water over
one acre of land weighs 113
tons?
That it requires 45 tons of
water to grow one bushel of

ry county New Mexico, wherein
the Clovis Building and Loan
VS.
whfat ?
L..
Henry Orlofsky and Clovis Association was plaintiff and J.
That 750 pounds of water
S. Fitzhugh et al, were defendGeorge S. Taggart, Augusta Koa both of National
Bank of Clovist New
required to produce one
are
M
Byrne,
Claud N.
both
Bert Wheeler. William
ants, said cause being numbered
Mexico, Defendants.
of Clovls, N. M.
pound
of grain ?
Henry.
Register.
C. C.
To the defendant, Henry Or- 540 on the docket of said court,
one acre inch of water
That
judgment was rendered in favor
lofsky, in the above suit:
produce
two and a half
rwill
Notice For Publication
Notice for Publication
You will take notice that a of plaintiff and against defendLand.
wheat?
of
bushels
Department of the Interior, U 8 land office
suit has been filed against you ants to cover debt, interest and
- ......
Department of tho Interior. U. 8. Land Offlc" -Ft M.imn... M Mi, nay.
u
M, ivio.
N. M.. May 72. lata.
attorney's fees in the sum of That 20 acre inches of water
Notice is hereby given that Matthew P. Martin,
at Fort Sumner.
.
m
in the District Court of the
n.
.i
Notica la hereby (riven that Georire 8 Tarrt, ..r
wno,
on
asex.
a.
n.
"
juiy
enin
rtt.
busnels of
will produce 50
22.
April
lln,
1008. made homestead entry, serial no. 0247 for
of Claud N. M who on
op 81-- j
Judicial District, Curry $1600.00, and a certain mortgage wheat?
No. WTO
Fifth
made Homestead Entry
northwest
quarter,
20 township
8 north
section
M
Murlfl n
or V,
ki n
,
hi
,
.
.........
"...p.vi f - xbjw mexieo n
rrineioa" mersiisn
Mexico, in which was foreclosed and the following
u nmkfl Throe Year has
hu tilM. notice of ...Wntkm
filed
notice
of
Intention to make County, New
That under a rainfall of lli
proof to Mtebltsh claim to the land aboye de imi.i
proor. to establish claim to tha Mary M.
Thiele is plaintiff and described real estate situate in inches a year, if only one-ha- lf
land above described
scriDM, Deiore nuiam . v.u.....
C.
before
A.
Scheurlch
.
on
Curry county New Mexico,
tha IT Q
.
t:
M ..
LI.
missionar in his office at Clovls. N M..
omen,
" v vwuunraiw.
nis
at Henry Orlofsky and Clovis Natai
Clovls. New
2Sta day or jury. iw.
Mexico, on the 24th day of July
1, Block 102 in the or- can be conserved, it will pro
Lot
MexiClovis,
1913.
New
ional
I laLmant names m wTinBww.
Bank
of
Bert Wheeler of clovls, N. M.. Ausuata Kos
Claimant names as wltnaases:
co are defendants and number- iginal town of Clovis, according duce 15 bushels of wheat to the
Jay M. lfarka. WilHam Byrne all of Claud. N. M
Franklin E. Lovett. Doc. H. Holden. Robert N.
628 on the docket of said to the record plat thereof, was acre?
ed
Fields. Charles Fields, all of Texico. N. M.
c Henry. Relster
C. C. Henry. Register court.
That Dry. Farming is con
sold, which judgment
You are further notified that ordered
serving
this moisture, conservsj
the the general objects of said and decree is entered in the recNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ing
soil, conserving enerNOTICE
the
FOR
PUBLICATION
ords of said court in book C at
suit are as follows:
Department of tha Interior. U. S. Land Office a
Non coal tend
gy
nature,
and that pays
and
page
134.
To recover judgment against
Ft. Sumner. N. M.. May. 23. 1918.
Department of the Interior U. 8. Land Office
.. .
M t.t
r at Ft Sumner. N M
mv
"""v""'who
Notlce la nereoy iriven .L..nLJ.i.nk
fohows
man
it?
the
June!!!. 1918.
the defendant, Henry Orlofsky,
Now, therefore, Know all men
man. of Clovis. N. M. whoon Dec., 16. 1909. made
Notice ia hereby given that Thomas A. Slater.
entry Number 07S8I for aw M
homestead
promissory note in by these presents, that the unon Sept. 15. 1911 on a certain
Sec. 3 Tp. 8 :i Ran; 84 of Texico. N. M.. who
See. 2 and SI
The editorial itch for office
made
Homestead
Entry Serial No. the principal sum of $2,500.00 dersigned as special Master of
Eaat w. M. P. Meridian, haa filed noCce of
tention to make threo year proof to establish claim 014733 for northwest
is
a virulent skin disease that
81 T. 5, north
section
together with interest on same Court, on the 25th day of June,
to the land above described, before William J. R. 87. eaat N. M. P.
Merldian.has filed notiee of
Curren U. 6. Commissioner, at his office at Clovis
active about every othbecomes
intention to make
proof to establish at the rate of twelve per cent 1913, at the hour of two o'clock
n M., on the2Sth day of July 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
year, and if the candidate
claim to the tend above described before William
at the south er
Enoch C. Church. Delmar I. Barnett, John M. J. Curren. United States Commissioner. In his per annum from July 1st 1912 in the afternoon,
get skinned the people
doesn't
M
N.
Clovls.
all
Ford,
of
D.
Vamer, Francis
office at Clovis, N. M., on the 21st day of July and for attorneys fees and unfront door of the Court House, may.
C. C. Henry. Register 1913.
paid taxes and costs and to fore- in the city of Clovis, Curry
Claimant names as witnesses:
I George McLean. Paul Jonas, Ike Brown, Nel
Try Perfection Blue Flame
close a mortgage made by the county, New Mexico, will expose
son Bettla. all of Texico, New Mexico.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
Orlofsky
Henry
to
secure
and
offer
for
said
dessale
above
the
Cook
Stove.
That's ComR. A. Prentice. Register.
Non coal land.
tend
on
payment
Department of tha Interior United States May
note
said
of
estate,
public
cribed
real
the
outat
fort. Barry Hardware Co.
New Mexico.
office at Fort Sumner.
cry to the highest bidder for
5th 1913.
the following property,
CONTEST
NOTICE
Brantley,
Notice la hereby given that siattle
Department of the Interior IT S Land nmeA liThe East forty (40) feet of cash in hand to satisfy the above
FOR TRADE. -S- plendid three
widow of William B. Bran Hey. of Jesse. Okla. Fort
Sumner. N. SI. June 9. 1918.
(6)
block
six
of
judgment
ibed
descr
lot
numbered
who on Feb. 12. 1907 ti.ade homestead entry No
in
said
sum
room house and lot, close in
To Carter T. Grenstead. of Canadian. Okla.
Sec. 18 Township 2 North Con
212fiforSE
(76) in and costs of court and costs of good railroad town,
numbered seventy-si- x
testae:
divisRanee 84 East N M P Meridian haa filed notice
proof to You are hereby notified that William W. Pipkin,
city
original
f Intention to make final
of
sale.
this
the
This
the
townsite
28th
dav
of
ion point in central west Texas,
ad
establish "claim to the land above described, who gives Claud. N. M.. aa his
Clovis, New Mexico, and to May 1913.
for New Mexico farm and live
before J. M Kin. County Judge. Pontotoc co, dress, did on May 12. 1113 file in this office of
duly corroborated
application to con- forever bar the defendants
Oklahoma, at hia office in Ada, Oklahoma as to hia
in
CHAS. A, SC HEURICH,
stock. Property valued at $1,000
commistest
and
secure
your
US
cancellation
Curren,
the
of
W
J
claimant, and before
Special Master of Court What have you to trade? Ad-- r
aerial No. 05676 this cause from all right, title
sioner, at his office at Clovls. New Mexico, as homestead entry No.
made Jan. 18. 1908, foi lots 3 and 4 sec. 4. townto the witnesses onhe 14th day of July 1913.
and interest in and to said m29-J1dress Owner, care News.
tf
ship 4 north range 86 eaat. N. M. P. Meridian.
Claimant names as wltneasaa:
Nela
grounds
Hickman.
and
as
M.
for his contest he alleges that premises and for such other and
JohnR. Hickman. John
special relief as may be deem
Anderson. Archie L. Dillingham, all of Havener. you never established residence on the tend.
You are, therefore, further notified that the
N. M.
allegations
Henry,
said
C. C.
will be taken by this office as ed proper by the court.
M22 to J 26
Round-U- p
having been confessed by you. and your said
You are further notified that
entry will be cancelled
thereunder without
your further right to be heard therein, either unless you appear and answerer
ield
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office at before this office or on appeal. If you fail to file plead in this cause on or before
In this office within
twenty days after tha
Kt. Sumner, r. i may , abw.
of
the 16th day of August 1913,
Notice is hereby given that Mathlas E. Wela.
of
fourth publication
notice,
this
Clovls, N. M.. who on Oct. IS, 1909, made orlg.
aa
judgment will be rendered
shown
fl.
your
unbelow.
Sec.
SB
answer.
for
07145
entry No.
hontead
.
Aran 91 1011 rTiAflP der
J
t ill I?
oath, specifically meeting and resnondinoagainst you by default and the
09749
northeast
entry
for
additional
d
township 4 N. Range 34 b. to these allegations of contest, or if you fall
Quarter, aection
within that time to file in this office due proof allegations of plaintiffs will be
L... filaxrl nnlico rf liitPnUOn
n w J
vi
to make three year proof to establish claim mac you nave served
a copy of your answer taken as confessed.
For the above occasion tickets will be
to
tile lanu aoove uai
on the said contestant either In person, or by
Curren, U. 8. Commissioner, at his office, at Llo-- registered mail.
W. A. Havener is attorney
If this service is made by the
on
sale July 1, 2, 3, Clovis to Lubbock,
vte. N. M., on the ntn oay 01 juiy iio.
delivery of a copy of your answer to the contest
on the 17th day of July 1918.
e
plaintiff
his
and
for
Texas and return at rate of $7. 70, and
ant In person, proof
of
such
Claimant names as witnesses:
service
and business address is Clovis,
John M Vamer, Elmer F Chandler, Arthur C must be either the said contestant's written ackLubbock to Littlefield will be $1.50.
nowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showLewis. Samuel E Hill, all of Clovis, N. M.
Mexico.
New
Return limit July 8, 1913.
ing
the
receipt,
date
of
or
its
affidavit
the
of
C. C. Henry, Register.
tho person by whom the delivery waa made
Witness my hand and the seal
stating when and where the copy was deliver
of said court at Clovis, New
ad: If made by registered mail proof of such ser
..nrrier PAD OTTnt IITIOn
vice
a
Mexico on this 11th day of
Office
S
consist
of
must
U
affidavit
Land
person
the
of
the
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Commissioner, Ht his oft'lee at Clovls, N.
on tha Mth 'lay of July 1913.
Claimant munn at wltnesnn:
Msthtee B. Weis. Jonathan W. Horn. r red
Ohr, Jonoh F Ohr all of Clovis, N. M.
C. o. Henry, Hag-intejlltoJjf 17th.
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Ft Sumner. N M. May 6. IMS.
Notice IB nereoy ki
r
who on September
Texlco, New Mexico,
of"
. i
.. ......
u.. n,'oo r... V. l
i
cm! H m nrt W 2 SW Sec. 38 Tp. 1 N.
R 87 E. N M P M has filed notfce of Intention to
make nve year pruui
" on
tn the lul auove uses iiiiii
"
N
U. 8 Commissioner,
.... , , at- hB office, at clovls. M.
the Join uay oi t..i- lali
rLlmunt

nnmt'H

SB

w.
W'tneBSes:

John F, Vaughn. Layton A. Reeves. Richard
P. Pulllam. James W. roweli. all oi lexico. n. m
C c Benry. Kegistor
H16- - J19

by whom the copy was mailed stating when and
the post office to which It was mailed, and this
amoavtr must be accompanied by the post
master's receipt for the letter.
You should state in your answer the name of
the poet office tn which you desire future no
tices to be sent to you.
C. C. Henry. Register
Date of lat Publication
June 19. 1913
2nd
28
July 8
3rd
C. C. Henry, Register.

Shake Off Your Rheumatism.
Now is the time to get rid of your rheumatism
Try a twenty-fiv- e
cent bottle of Cham
berlain's Liniment and see how quickly your
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land Office rheumatic
pains disappear.
Sold, by
ALL
at Fort Sumner. N. M. May 5, 1918. Notice Is DRUGGISTS.
that Luther P. Carries of Claud. N
k.r.h
1912
made
II,
Mexico who on April
for North East 4
H.m,..id Entrv No. 010144
Range 86
4
north.
Section 9 Township
Meridian, has filed notice of intenEast N. M. P.three-yeProof, to esttbliah claim
tion to make
to the tend above described, before William J.
Curren. U. S. Commissioner, in hia office at Clovis. N. M. on the 16th day of J uly 1918,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Augusta J. Koa. William A. Kennedy. Francs! M. Rose. Talmage Bow. aU of Claud. N. M.
C. C. Hour y. Register.

Notice for Publication

Comfort, Economy and
Safety Perfection Oil Cook
Stoves. Barry Hdw. Co.

M16-J1-

Arthur E. Curren

9

LAND LAWYER

Notice for Publication

June

'
County Clerk,
By W. C. Zerwer, Deputy.
J12-JYSeal!
A, L. Await.

T
I

Notice for Publication
Non coal land.

Deaertmentof tha Interior. U. 8. tend office at
Hon Sumner. N. M.. May 27th. 1918.
Notice la hereby given that Walter A. Hurlbut.
of Texico. N. M.. who on June 13th. 1910. made
Entry No. 08120 tor N. W.
Homestead
8
North
Section 20. Township
S. W
Principal Meridian,
Range 87 East. N. M.
to
make
Intention
filed
of
notice
haa
three year proof, to establish claim to the tend
W.
Curren,
United
before
J.
above deasiibert.
States Commteloner in his office, at Clovls
New Mexico, on the 1st day oi August 1918.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Non coal land.
Department of the Interior. U. 8 land office at
Fort Sumner. N. ht.. May 16. 1918.
Mntlee Is hereby riven that Charles F. Bieler.
Texico N. af.. who. on June 20. 1908 made
for NE 4
Hnmeatead Entrv No. 06750
Sec. 7 Tp. 8 N, R, 87 B,. and on April 18. 1811
made additional homestead emry No. iWMb lor
A norm.
7 Township
Section
fl.H. enartar
7 east, N. M . P. Meridian, has Med
Ranee
make nve year
to
Intention,
notiee of
froo to establish claim to the land above
"
hafere W. I. Curren. United
States Commloakmer. tn hia office at Clovls. New
Mexico on the 18th day of July 191.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Charles T. Fields. Crummel H Oeloxier. Sam- ...i u KirKv Mortimer V. Hubbard, all of
Texico. New Mexico
C C Henry. Rev later
H 22 to JWtb

Js-J-ylO

"A Summer Suit That Suits You"
Cleaning and Pressing
a Specialty
E. A. GURLEY & GO.

BERT CURLESS

CAN'T KEEP IT SECRET.

Admitted to practice as
agent before U. S. Land
Office and departments at
Washington.

Eight years experience
as U. S. Commissioner
and two years as Register
U. S. Land Office at Fort
Sumner.
Legal documents of all
kinds carefully drawn.

Office in
News Building
Clovis,

-

-

New Mexico.

RELIABILITY

PHONE 254
Tablets
The aphakias work af Chamberlain's
kMMiU, mam wldelv known. No
t.
.neh rrand remedy for stomach and liver trou
bias haa ever been known. Fox sale by
DRUGGISTS.

FOR SALE OR TRADE. One
Block. No. 29, West Lawn Addition to Clovis. N. M., for $600.
cash or its equal in trade for
stock or good automobile. What
haye you to offer?
Address P. 0. Box 64.
Ardmore, Okla.
LOST, Strayed or Stolen

House Painting

Interior Finishing. Decorating. Tinting, WaiJ Papering, Etc.
Work Promptly Executed. Your Patronage Solicited.
CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO.

C. V. STEED

One

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery

dark red Polled Durham Bull.
No brands or
marks. Finder will be liberally rewarded by informing F.
2t
N. Davis, Clovis, N. M.
Two years old.

....

.High Grade and Artistic

tf.

4

claimant names as witnesses:
Preston Gray. James F. Gray, Alvin Brook-ahirJoseph Wataon. all of Texico. N. W.
C. C. Menry, Register.

D. C. KNOWLES, Agent.

3

Non coal tend
Department of the Interior. U. 8. tend office
at Fort Sumner. N. ML May 87. Ml.
JfetiM Is hereby given that Charles R. Sherman
or Gloria, New Mexico, who on Aug. 8. 1810
08228
entry
No.
made
homestead
for the 8E1-- 4 See. 10. Township 1 N. Hangs
MEast N. M. P. Meridian haa filed notiee of Inproof to estabtention to make three-ye- ar
lish claim to the tend above described before
W. J. Curren. United States Commlsaioner. In
hia office at Clovis, N. M on the 4th day of
August 1918.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Walter Nicholas. Walter D. Ruddle James
M Walker. Albert Daniels, all
of Clovls, N. M
J6-J-y
10
C C Henry Register.

00

1913.

Day Phone 14.

Night Phone 88.

f

W000R0W WILSON
THE 80WINQ AND THE REAPING.
Oenssis 42 May 18.
'W(.i(.i n a man toirel. that shall h else
rtnv."QalaUan .7.
f Joseph and his
brethren
onUnues.
Today
lesson ill t rates how the roof tbedr cruelty
toward thelf b
sr Joseph harassed
the evildoers
fears after. Our
Golden Text se
to lay down a
dpi. Whatao
sows In- tolliirently will
g a harvest of slm

c

y

,

liar

kind.

II.

AND THE SHORT

Empress Flou r

BALLOT

How Wilson Organized toe Short Ballot Movement

Up to 1810 Mr. Wilson's doctrine of simplified, responsible government had only been extensively discussed In intellectual circles. Every serious writer on
American government sooner or later bad deplored the
practice of ejecting a multitude of officers. But none
of them had suggested any constructive remedies. No
attempt had been made to convince the great American
public of their folly; the people Were considered hopelessly wedded to the notion that electing a multitude of
officers Is the very essence of demooracy.
Woodrow Wilson
In July, 1909, an article by Richard 8. Childs had ap
peared in one of the weekly magazines in which the evils
of the elective system and the obvious remedy was discussed under the title or
"The Short Ballot." Tnls supplied the necessary catch word which Is always
necessary to make an idea "go," In the popular sense. Later on, the author,
with Mr. Wilson and several well known editors, called a Short Ballot
whioh banqueted at the Hotel Astor In New York city on January 21

The famine-strickeregion Included
Palestine. Word spread that ther
was no lack of food in Egypt, and that
corn of the old stock wns sold there at
moderate prices. Jacob directed his
on, men of families, to go down to
Egypt and purchase wheat.
Aa strangers, they were directed to
Joseph. Through an interpreter, he
Inquired whether they were spies, coming to sco how much corn there was
In Egypt, that they might bring an 1910.
At this meeting Mr. Wilson explained that the object of the organization
army to steal it
They explained
was to gain the adherence of as many men of Influence as possible, of whattruthfully. Joseph
ever party, and to interest those actually in charge of administration, so that
then inquired
they might aid by their practical knowledge of affairs and heir Influence with
bout Jacob and
the legislating bodies. "Above all," he said, "we should seek to moke the prinBenjamin. Finalciples we have in mind the subject of constant discussion. It is hot a camly he put Simeon
Into prison, and
paign of education we have In mind, but a campaign of Information."
aent the others
On the problem itself be said in part: "The methods by which we have
home with corn,
sought
to establish popular control really destroy it We have sought to make
telling them that
every office, great and small, elective. We have defined the duties and powers
they won id need
of each offlco by statute and we have nowhere united the offices thus set up In
more and might
have it, provided
any coherent, interdependent system. Each officer boa derived his authority
"in T
that they brought
from particular legislation and his office directly from the people. He has,
their 'youngest brother with them.
therefore, been in no legal sense subordinate to any other officer, has owed
The guilty consciences of the brethren connected these experiences with obedience to no one except those who elected him, haa been obliged to cotheir own wrong course In the past. operate with no one except those with whom the statute upon which he stood
They said to one another, "We are commanded him to
It has been a system of executive action laid
verily guilty concerning onr brother, apart In complete analysis,
and each item of the analyzed structure made
when we saw the anguish of his soul,
If the great multitude of minor and petty
when he besought us and we would independent of the rest
not hear: therefore to this distress offices were taken out of the elective list and were transformed into appointive
com upon us." They knew not that offices, if the peopVe were called upon to choose only those who ought
under
Joseph understood them, but be with
any reasonable system to be In responsible charge of the administration of
drew and wept His heart was not government, many
Interesting results would follow. In the first place. It
hard, He was merely giving them a
would be a most desirable and businesslike reorganization of the governprofitable lesson.
ment itself, because It would give it administrative cohesion and a systematic
Many 8tripe and Few Stripes
What la much more important, it
When Jacob's sons arrived with the relation of parts, unity and efficiency.
wheat, they told their experience to would be the
of popular control, because it would make it
their father. Moreover, they were ner possible for the people to exercise a direct and Intelligent control over the
plexed to find that the money paid for nomination and election of the
central authoritative officers."
tne wheat was returned in each sack
The immediate outcome of this occasion was the founding of the Short
Aoeir minco continually reverted to
the crime of years ago. Many times Ballot Organization, of which Mr. Wilson waa elected, and remains, president.
nan tney reaped crops of sorrow and It was he who drew Up the vital section in Its constitution and its platform.
urmislngs respecting what God might The campaign for simplified government to which Mr. Wilson has lent
the aid
not exact from them in the nature of of his great personal prestige wiU
be treated of in the next article.
trouble, similar to what they had
brought upon Joseph.
MANY STATES MOVE TOWARD SHORT BALLOT.
How adventageous it would be if this
principle were generally recognized
In the lqwer honse of the North Dakota Legislature, Representative Snyder
that every trespass must receive a Just
recompense of reward! We have lost has introduced a measure which would apply the Short Ballot to the State
nch an appreciation of Justice and government. By the provisions of this, the Governor's term of office would he
such a looking for retribution because extended from two to four years,
and he would have the appointment of a
of a very false doctrine which preSecretary
of
State,
Auditor,
Treasurer,
Superintendent of Public Instruction,
vails. That false doctrine ascribes
only one punishment for every sin, and Commissioner of Insurance, three Commissioners of Railroads, and Attorney
that an unthinkable one eternal tor- General and one Commissioner of Agriculture and Labor.
ment Pew really believe that doctrine or are really Influenced by It
PROFESSIONAL
Its monstrosity makes it unbelievable, AN EXPLANATION
and tnrns the mind aside from the
proper view of the punishments which
THAT EXPLAINS.
God has foretold.
D. D. SWEARINGIN
Humanity cannot Improve upon the
D.
D. Swearingm,
of the
Divine arrangement. Hence all Chris
tlans should begin afresh to tell the
firm of Drs. Presley & Swearin-gi- n,
world of both the Justice and the Love Sunday School Lessons Made
of Roswell, New Mexico,
of Godthat God's penalty against sin
i i Clovis from the 10th
will
be
la death, bnt that He has provided
Easy and interesting.
through .Christ for release from that
to the 20th of each month for
penalty, during Christ's Millennial
the purpose of treating diseases
reign. Then all mankind will be grantof
the eye, ear, nose and throat
Weekly
A
en
Illustrated
Article
the
ed full opportunity of reconciliation
International Sunday ftohoel Topic to exclusively and fitting glasses.
with God and of restoration to God's
to a Regular Feature In This Paper
Image and likeness, lost by Adam's sin.
"! Dent
Hereafter THe
Jacob's Gray Hair For Sheet.
Knew the Leeaon," Will Not Do New.
DR. H. R GIBSON
When Jacob beard that Benjamin
must go on the next expedition for
We are pleased tw announce to our
wheat be protested vigorously. Jo reader that In this issue we begin the
aaph waa gone, aad if now be should regular weekly publication of the
loao Benjamin, the grief would bring Brooklyn Tabernacle Illustrated Artl- - Office over Skidmore Drug Store
own his gray hairs to Sbeol the tomb
m on
Office Phone 388. Res. 390.
the latenatiooal Sunday
the death state.
School L asanas.
New Mexico.
In the Common Version Bible Sheoi
faa articles are written in Matty Clovis,
! repeatedly translated Hell, Pit and urnderecood
but beautiful language.
Grave. In olden time these three really explaining the Lissim, and g Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera
words were synonymous. When the tar towards making It a real pleasure
Remedy.
and
Diarrhoea
BevUed Version waa In preparation
for both tedeber and pupil to meet in
Every family without exception,
should
the learned men charged with that tbwclass room at the redtaOon hew.
work refused to translate Sheol by the
No longer ema the btaty or careless keep this preparrtion at band during the hot
w nether of the sanuner months.
Chamberlain's
Hell, which baa lost its original
ffer as a exetwe for staying borne Colic
Cholera aad Diarrhoea Remedy Is worth
inlng and bos come to mean a place Sunday morning tae
"I many times its eoet when needed and Is almoet
No Seat know the lesson.
of torture.
certain to be needed before the summer is
such meaning atTeachers or pupils with ordinary over. It haa no superior (or the purpose for
taches to the He
dad can her ae ft st in fifteen niautea whan it is intended. Bur it now. For sale by
brew word Sheol. read the Brooklyn Tabernacle stngl- - All DroMists.
So these scholars eeluma article, and thereby creditably
decided to leave acquit thamoervee among their fellows.
Sheol aud Its
To those of our readere who are
Greek equivalent forced to mine the regular weekly class
Hades untran-lated- . room exercises we are pleased to of?
fer this feature aa an excellent sub
Oar Baptist titute.
friends have reHundrode of editor
taeeugboot
cently met with a America are1 servtag the interest of a
We want your farm
similar difficulty. mixed conatitueney by publishing thto
loans. Can handle
"To tor Matoen will and have trans- unaectarlan weekly service, and w
Irav nr t hairt lated these words Btorerely bop to do Illujrwlao
them on short noas "the Uuder
tice.
world." Of course the grave, the tomb,
y
n
Legal
W
a
t
r
s
Blanks:-r
the death state, may be thus Indicated,
"See us at once!
and none can and fault
Deeds, Mortgages, Quit Claim
It to needless to say that Jacob did
Mortgage
The
not mean his sous to understood that Deeds. Chattle and
Contracts
Bills
of
Deeds.
Sale.
k expected to go to eternal torment.
Co.
UnionMortgage
Hit meaning evidently to: "My sons, I and other legal blanks for sale
am old and gray. To lose my youngest
News office.
tf.
on would hasten my death bring uiy at the
ray bain down to Saeol-t- ne
tomb."
n

Con-feren-

BOYS

GIRLS
FREE!

1st Prize
BICYCLE

Boy's or Girl's 1913 model with
coaster brake.
2nd Prize
GOLD WATCH Boy's 20 - year case, or
Girl's Chattelaine guaranteed movement.
COLLECT EMPRESS COUPONS
Prizes will be given the boy or girl under fourteen
years of age who collects the largest number of Empress
Coupons between July 1st and September 1st.
eyery sack of Empress Flour.)

(Coupons in

INSTRUCTIONS
Hold your coupons until September 1st then write your
name plainly on each coupon and mail in sealed package to
J. A. Latta, Clovis, N. M.. and judges will count and
award prizes. Coupons will be returned after contest.

EMPRESS AT ALL GROCERS

J. A LATTA
Wholesale Dealer

Clovis N. M.

Coming:! Coming;!
ON

JULY 7th to 13th, Inc.
THE SOUTHERN AMUSEMENT CO.
Furnishing attractions for the

CLOVIS
MERCHANT'S
MIDSUMMER
CARNIVAL
Absolutely
Good High Class Shows.
Clean, Moral Attractions.

The Southern Amusement

Co.

THE CLOVIS STEAM LAUNDRY

Osteopath

W. F. SWARTZ, Prop.
Right
and First Class.
New Machinery. Splendid Equipment.
Up-to-Da-

te

South Main Street.

Phone 48.

d,

wjtjtjijijijijtjijijijjijijijiji

Money! Money!

IJIJIJj.Jlj6jtjljlJjlJIJIdaJle

BARNARD'S
Offer

the Best Values for the Money in

GROCERIES
Why not make your dollars go farther?

Try it and see.

We have the largest and best selected stock of Groceries
in Curry County. All leading brands. Fhone your orders
TT&- -

Barnard's

Cash

Grocery

The "Blue Front" next door to P.

0- -

There were tiroes when he oould have we will shake hands and drop the
Imagined that Floyd evaded too close ject for ever."

ANT9N
ELEANOR

tw

rvrJiHP'

r

LW ,

III

--

rmn

otJ

lAoflmnt

i

j

Men,.

At tha beginning; of great automobile
Ilia mechanician of tha Mercury,
Rtanton'a machine, drop dead. .Strange
youth hue Floyd, volunteers, and la
In tha raat during the twenty-fou- r
hour raw Stanton meeta a stranger,
Ml
Carllale. who Introduces heraelf. The
Mercury wins race. Stanton
reoelvea
flowers from Miss Carllale. which he Ignores. Stanton meeta Mlaa Carlisle on a
train. They alight to take walk, and
train leaves. Stanton and Miss Carllale
follow In auto. Accident by which Stanton la hurt I mysterious. Floyd, at lunch
with Stanton, tells of his boyhood. Stanton again meets Miss Carlisle and they
dine together.
Stanton comes to track
slclt, but makes
They have accident Floyd hurt, hut not seriously. At
Floyd
dinner
tells Stanton of his twin
alster. Jessica. Stanton becomes very 111
and loses consciousness. On recovery, at
his hotel Stanton receives Invitation and
visits Jessica. They go to theater together, and meet Miss Carlisle. Stanton and
Floyd meet again and talk business.

tvce

CHAPTER VIII (Continued).
The silence was long. After reading,
Floyd turned his face to the window,
and co remained. Rut at last he looked
back to Stanton and nodded.
"Yea, It means that I get back my
father.' factory," he confirmed quietly.
"I am very glad, although It doesn't do
me much actual good. I have no capital to run an automobile plant, and I
will not sell unless I am forced to It"
"You would like to operate Itf"
The blood ran up under Floyd's One
akin, he met Stanton's eyes with a
passion and deglance of
al re.
"I'd give all the rest of my life to
operate that factory for one year, as
my father planned for me I'd give It
for six months to justify his faith and
training. You do not know, yon can
not know!"
retorted.
"Can I not?" Stanton
"Floyd, what do you think I am rao-In- g
for, If I can not understand riskI told
ing something for an object
you once that I would not live poor
I was not born to that If I win anoth-- r
price or two tbls season. I will have
enough capital to match somowhat
with your factory. We both understand the motor business pretty well;
do you want. In case all goes right, to
otn with me and revive the famous
Don't answer
Comet motor-carsnow, think tbe thing over."
"Stanton 1"
"Walt; there is time enough. We
may vastly lose everything we put Into
the venture, factory and all; or we
may not."
"I'd chance my part"
"Why, so would I," agreed Stanton.
"Meanwhile, you had better try me as
a traveling companion before you take
rue as a partner. Remember we would
for a long race."
be team-mate- s
"I'm not likely to forget," Floyd
made slow answer. "Remember that
for yourself, of me, Stanton."
fire-arde-

?

CHAPTER IX.
The Chance for Jessica.
When the assistant manager of the
Morcury Company came through the
train, next morning, and saw the two
who were breakfasting together In the
dlnlng-car- ,
be stopped In the aisle with
an expression of one brought face to
face with the disagreeable unexpected.
"Well!" he ejaculated. "Weill"
"Start It with an H, If you like."
suggested Stanton, coolly amused.
Mr Oreen'a mouth grew thin from

pressure

"If you quarrel with Floyd, I shall
not know where out here I can get
you another mechanician In time," he
gave stiff warning.
"All right," was the answer.
Floyd was engaged in blocking out a
map with toothpicks, and did not look
up; he appeared even more ridiculously young and gay spirited than usual,
In the morning sunlight But something In the poise of his bright bead
echoed that "all right." Mr. Green
went on. and Interfered no more during tbe Journey.
The speed carnival held upon the
e
track was to extend
superb
over three days. Tbe contests were of
varied types and classes, but the Mercury was entered for at least one
event and frequently several, ou each
day
"Aren't there any Atalanta cars entered, at all?" Floyd wandered, on the
first morning at tbe track.
"None," Stanton assured.
"Then I won't need to burn a joss
stick."
"What forT"
"Luck," said Floyd sweetly; and refused to explain.
They had
Their luck held good.
neither Illness nor serious accident to
mnr their series of victories and trials
For Stantan drovs as U by luspira- two-mil-

d
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companionship with him. subtly held
htm at arm's length.
They stayed the half day at Buffalo,
and went out to the huge, silent group
of buildings that had been the Comet
factory.
It gave Stanton a strange sensstlon
to watch Floyd's assured familiarity
with tbls place and atmosphere; to
see htm so naturally draw from bis
pocket the bunch of keys to admit
them and unhesitatingly fit each to Its
corresponding door or gate. Yet, this
was where he belonged only there
should have been busy life Instead of
this dead emptiness. Their votces ech-eloud through the desolation, where
the massive, motionless machinery
stood towering above tbe visitor and
the slight young master of the domain,
roughened factory
the metal-spottefloors reverberated under their footsteps.
As they made the tour from room to
room and building to bulMiug. Floyd
grew slowly whiter, his explanations
more brief. When they finally arrived
at a glass-se- t
door marked office, he
stopped short and laid bis hand upon
the wall as If to steady himself.
"Qo away, for a moment," he request bis voice catching. "I'll come
after you. I haven't been here since
my father
Stanton swung on his heel and went
out; out to look at the mile track,
where Kdgar Floyd used to practice
racing with little Jes tied In the car
beside him, and where later the older
Jes played mechanician ta bis father's
driving. And standing there under
the dull October sky, Stanton thought
of many things.
When Floyd came after him, half an
hour later. Stanton turned from his
position against the track railing.
"Floyd, what do you figure Is going
to become of your sister?" he abruptly demanded.
Floyd stopped, gazing at the other
with parted Hps and startled gray
eyes. A strong wind was blowing off
Lake Erie, tossing his bronze hair
and wrapping his long coat about him.
"Why?"
"My sister?" he repeated.
"She Is a woman, she must have
some life of her own. You can't keep
her like a nun until she finds herself
grown old without a chance at living."
Floyd continued to gaze at him, sayIn the ofing nothing; that half-hou- r
fice had left him almost wan In the
gray afternoon light
"You know me, Jes Floyd, If any
one does. You know my vile temper,
my rough tongue, and that I am a
brute at best But I
tblnk there may be enough of the Inherent gentleman left In me to make
me decent to a woman, if, In time,
things fell out so that I'd asked you for
your sister, would you be willing?

tlon, and many of the honors of ths
carnival remained with him.
"You've struck the perfect course,
Stanton," declared a famous rival,
upon offering his congratulations after
e
suffering a masterly defeat In a
contest He did not Ilk the other man. but he was obliged to admire
hhn.
"How soT" queried Stanton as succinctly.
"Between recklessness and
flve-mtl-

over-caution-

It

With Floyd bedriving was as
daringly brilliant, but characterised by
some rational consideration of the possibilities of disaster. WhyT No one
had time to speculate.
ft was commencing to trouble Stanton himself, this growing affection for
his mechanician that threatened to become an absorbing need. He had
nevei needed any one, he bad been
and
and
now he felt a blank chill at tie Idea
.
of losing the society of this
It chafed and fretted him with a
sense of bondage; when he felt the
cords draw most he turned upon
Floyd and worried him savagely.
Floyd laughed. And Floyd's laughter
would have disarmed a Cossack. When
he did not laugh, he flashed back,
spark to powder, so that they quarreled on an average four times a day.
And they spent every available moment together, until their friendship
became patent even to the skeptical
Mr. Oreen.
"Wo can plan out some of our factory affairs on the way home, on the
train," Stanton arranged, at the close
of the last day, when taking temporary
leave of his mechanician at the Mercury camp.
"I'm planning a fender for each side
of the Comet racing car, so that when
you feel like knocking
In a few
lengths of the Infield fence, as you did
this afternoon, we'll be ready for It,"
mocked Floyd, his effervescent youth
hoady as champagne.
"Fence or no fence, we won," Stanton retorted Indulgently.
"Of course! You kept right on driving the front of your car, so the rear
Just naturally had to climb back on
the road and follow. I expected that;
you wero too busy to stop for a little
thing like
a feace."
"You seemed to expect It," the other corroborated. He looked with Interested curiosity at his nonchalant
assistant "If I am too busy to worry at such times, Floyd; you are not.
Don't you ever think of what is likely
to happen when we are on tbe verge
of a smash 7"
Floyd paused, turning his large clear
eyes on the questioner.
"There's Just one thing I'm asking,"
be gravely returned.
"That Is. that
when It comes, it will be a good
smash. No one minds Just dying
we're sure to do It some day, anyhow
but to be mussed up and patched together again, nol Now," his Irrepressible smile glanced out again, "that's
why I feel so safe with you; there la
a deadly finality about your driving
methods "
"That is about enough," Stanton signified.
"I'll see you on the train,
then."
They did meet on the train, and
passed long hours of travel In work
and discussion. The other passengers
came to take a decided. If furtive Interest in the two who sat opposite
each other In absorbeo. conversation
or argument, making drawings on envelopes and time tables to Illustrate
tbelr points and even leaving rows of
figures upon the menu cards In the
was quite true.
side htm, Stanton's

boy-man-

cross-graine-

d

sub-

Very slowly Floyd held out his slaev
dor hand.
(TO BB CONTINUED.)

Change for the Better.
The cars of the African population
In the Belgian Kongo in the past has
been so murderously Indifferent that
It Is a pleasure to note a Changs tor
the better. An order baa gone Into
effect to prevenx hereafter the Importation, manufacture
and transportation of saccharine sweets In the Belgian African territory.
Saccharine
products and products sweetened with
substances other than cane sugar,
beet sugar, milk sugar and glucose
sugar particularly
those sweetened
with glycerine shall not be Imported.
It is specified In the order that it Is
meant to Include In general all synthetic chemical sweetening
which
does not possess food value. We wish
we could believe that this tariff anxiety to protect the Kongo population
against deleterious sweets was some
thing more than an exhibition of th
usual protective philanthropy
which
bars a competitive product to make
sure the sale of something else.
Brief Wills.
Probably the briefest document evei
probated as a will was a signed and
daied memorandum, "Everything
Is
Lou's." written by decedent In a railway train record book kept by blm;
his widows' name being Lula Tbe
Instrument was held to be suit-len- t
as a holographic will, however. In
Smith v. Smith, 70 Southeastern Reporter, 491, by the Virginia supreme
ccurt of appeals. A note reading:
"Dear Old Nance: I wish to give you
my watch, two shawls, and also $6,000.
Your old friend, E. A. Gordon" was
sustained as a win In Clark v. Ran
som, 60 California, 606; and a dated
and signed memorandum, "Mrs. Sophie
Loeper Is my heiress," was upheld In
Succession of Sbrenberg, 21 Louisiana Annual, 280. The Docket
Woman Bootblack.
London Is to have Its first woman
bootblack. A woman has just completed arrangements to set up a
stand at one of the busiest
corners In the West End. She believes herself to be tbe pioneer woman
bootblack In England and declares
that tbe men In tbe business need not
fear her competition, since she Intends to devote herself exclusively to
polishing the footwear of women and
children.

Something Good for
Your L,azy Liver
The moat perfect Constipation rem-

edy the world has ever known comes
from Hot Springs, Arkansas.
No natter what you have been taking to tone up your liver and drive
poisonous waste from the bowels, tbi
sooner you get a box of HOC
BPRIN0I8
LIVER BUTTONS, the
sooner your liver, bowels and stomach will be In fine condition.
They are simply wonderful, splendid; they are gentle, sure, blissful.
Take them for sick headache, indigestion, loss of appetite, etc. All druggists have them at 25 cents a box.
Free sample from Hot Springs Chemical Co., Hot Springs, Ark.
A New Metal.

qualities
are
Some remarkable
claimed for steelite, a new metal
which is composed of 76 por cent, of
cobalt and the remainder of chromium. It may be cast and ground to
a fine edg9. Is impervious to rust and
the action of acids and highly flexible.
As a lathe tool It will cut steel at the
rate of 200 feet a minute, a speed at
which steel would ordinarily burn.
Certain modifications of this alloy will
cut glass and even quarts crystals,
steelite Is said to be particularly suitable for watch fittings.
Not Worth It.
"Why did you name the baby Nebuchadnezzar?"
"His Uncle Nebuchadnezzar has
promised to leave him $6,000."
"The boy may not thank you In after
life. I think he'd rather go out and
earn $6,000 than to carry around that
name."
A Careful Parent
"Tommy, when can I interview your
scout captain?"
"I'll make an engagement tor you.
dad. What do you want?"
"Want to see If there's anything in
the rules to prevent your putting In a
ton of coal tomorrow afternoon."

Cures (ltd Korea, Other Remedies Won't Cure
Tbe worst oaaes no matter of bow long atandiag,
are cured bj the wonderful, old reliable Dr. Porter
Antiseptic Healing Oil. RelloTe oaln awl heals

at the same time. Bo, We,

11.00.

boot-blackin-

All Right.
Cook There Is sand In this sugar.
Grocer's Boy That's all right If you
use It for the dessert.

More juice can be extracted from a
lemon by heating it slightly than if It
be squeezed when cold.
Liquid biue li a weak solution.

Avoid

Polyglot Playwright
It. Buy Red Cross Ball Blue, the blue that's
M. Dario Nlccodemi Is a citizen of all blue. Adv.
the world. He was born in Italy. He
As often as not it is the consciouswas reared in the Argentine Republic,
where he was Initiated In Spanish cul- ness of a lack, not of a possession,
ture. He wrote his first play In the that prompts us to preach or to brag.
A

Boothia (r Hyrup for Cblldret.
teething, softens the gums, reduces lnflammar
tlon.Hllay a pa In ,o area wind collcKo a bottle.
Mrs. WInslow'a

New York is to have a free
ning high school of ludustrlal art

eve-

slde-wlpln- g

dlnlng-car-

1

I

"BELIEVE ME"
There

reaIs no common-sens- e
son why you should be without
appetite why you suffer distress after eating why your li
v-

er and bowels should be
tive.

inac-

Try

Hosteller's
Stomach Bitters
will help you overcome aU
Stomach Liver and Bowel Ills

It

GET

A

BOTTLE

AT ONCE

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

.

Incidentally, both men displayed a
thorough training litmechaulcal de
sign and construction. Stanton's far
the more finished and scientific.
"1 did not know" Floyd marveled,
at last
Stanton forestalled tbe question by
iudlfferently explaining.
"1 am a mechanical
engineer; i
graduated from college at twenty-one- ;
that was five years ago. You have
dropped your pencil. Wbat do you say
to staying over batf a day at Buffalo
and visiting your factory ?"
"Fine," approved Floyd, a trifle
slowly. "A half day, not more We
have got to make ready fur that Cup
race."
"Three weeks oft. You're getting as
as Green."
"Too bad. Still I have to be at the
Mercury plant wben you don't Half
a day ought to be enough."
Stanton surveyed htm, Irritated, yet
without tangible cause for irritation.

&

Do you realize

the fact that thousands
of women are now using

Toward the
Speak frankly. If you do not think me
fit to be trusted with her, say so It
will not break our friendship."
"You have seen her once." Floyd recalled, as if to himself. He lisped, his
surest sign of excitement Stanton
had never heard him use that soft,
slurring speech except on the race
tracks; heard now In the quiet country surroundings, It Infected the listener with s contagious agitation and
emotion.
"I know, I know," he deprecated.
"But I might see her more, and seeing no better men she might come to
bear with me. Not that there Is much
In me worth It she probably never
would look at me. What I am asking
you. now. is whether you want me to
keen away from her. Bay yes, 'and
Floyd Turned

Window and So Remained.
language of Cervantes, it was produced at Buenos Ayrea and was called
"La Duda" (The Doubt).
Soon after that an Italian actress In
South America offered a prize for an
acceptable play In her mother tongue
M. Nlccodemi took tbe prise with his
play "Per la Vita." He soon after
ward wrote "L'Hlrondelle" (Tbe Swal
low) ih French and it Is played at
1 Paris he began his
Brussels.
work
by translattrv and adapting tbe Engplay
of
lish
"Raffles." Le Cri de Paris
Ideal.
Teacher There la no glass In the
windows of tbe Eskimos
Jimmle Ain't that great? I'll bet
the kids up there play ball the whole
year round.

.
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A Soluble Antiseptic Powder

as a remedy for mucous membrane

af-

fections, such as, sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh. Inflammation or ulceration, caused by female ills? Women
who have been cured say "it Is worth
Bit weight in gold." Dissolve in water
and apply locally. For ten years tha
Lydla E. Plnkham Medicine Co. has
recommended Paxtlne in their private
correspondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses It has
no equal. Only 60c a large box at Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of
price. The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston.

DRESS WITH TASTE

Our nan booklet 'Colors a Woman Should Wear!
tails you bow. Ku4 Seorou of Health and
Both mailed, 10c. TBS SAMIalS tvarUf. VSSAIA, UA.
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ALFALFA ON DRY LAND
Many Failures Are Due to Poor

Preparation of the Soil.

HOW THIS WOMAN THE

WESTERN CANADA
THOUSANDS OF

FOUND HEALTH
a

aerlenee of Farmer Who Started
Right Will Be Found of Interest
to Many Plant Will Not Grow
Very Tall Flret Season.

Would not give Lyditv ELPink- ham s Vegetable Compound
for AH Rest of Medicine
in the World.

TJUca, Ohio. "I suffered evervthlnir
from a female weakness after baby
came. I had numb
spells and was dizzy,
had black spots re
made each year, but with almost aa
my eyes, my
many failures. Quite often, due to
back ached and I
poor preparation of the soil before
was so weak I could
hand and trylug (he ordinary Ihick
hardly stand up. My
seeding method which over pastures
face was yellow,
,
the soil moisture, the result Is a
even my fingernails
but there are, however, successwere colorless and I
ful attempts In growing alfalfa on dry
had'riisplacetnen. I
took Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
land.
The experience of a dry land farmVegetable
er who started right will be of inter- Compound and now I am stout, well and
est to many who are thinking of try- healthy. I can do all my own work and
can walk to town and back and not tret
ing to seed alfalfa.
February 9, 1912, Mr. H. E. Hess of tired. I would not give your Vegetable
Deer Trail, Colo., addressed an In- Compound for all the rest of the medi- quiry to the, Colorado experiment sta- cines in the world. I tried doctor's med- icines and they did me no good." Mrs.
tion, which set forth the following:
"I am living on a homestead eight Mary Eakijewine, R.F.D. No.3, Utica,
"miles southwest of Deer Ohio.
and one-hal- f
Trail, have farmed part of my claim
Another Case
for three years. One piece of about
Nebo, 11. "I was bothered for ten
one and a ouarter acres has been years with female troubles and the docdeeply plowed and well cultivated. I tors did not help me. I was so weak and
intend to plant It to Grimm's alfalfa nervous that I could not do my work
An the spring; will plant in rows 42 and every month I had to spend a few
inches apart and cultivate for the fays in bed. I read so many letters about
purpose of rala'.p? seed. Where can Lydia E. Pink ham 's Vegetable ComI bur the Grimm seed, and how much
pound curing female troubles that I got
will I need?
a bottle of it It did me more good than
"My land is not irrigated, the altianything else I ever took and now it has
tude about 6,300, the soil clay loam, cured me. I feel better than I have
originally covered wit.i buffalo sod."
for years and tell everybody what the
The above Inquiry was answered as Compound has done for me. I believe I
y
fully as possible by letter, advising would not be. living
but for
that from description his deeply plow that." Mrs. Het'ie Gkeenstreet,
would be safe to try alfalfa Nebo, Illinois,
. td jiteee
on, anra 'hat his jplan outlined should
give success:'
Udder date of Feb. '.!, 1913, Mr.
Hess again writes, as follows:
"After receiving your letter I decided to try Baltic alfalfa, aa you Can quickly be overcome by
seem to think It equally rood for hay CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
and better yield than the i3rlmm.
Hllliail b
Purely vegetable
pounds
"1 bought two and one-hal-f
I
act
surely
and
CARTERS
of the Baltic alfalfa seed and, after gently on
piece several liver. Curethe aaaaaaasTaraaTMaallTTI wr
disking the
times and harrowing it twice, on May Biliousness,
18, in the evening, I sowed In rows 3 Headfeet 6 Inches apart, using about l
ache,
pounds per acre. I used a garden Dizzi
drill to seed it, and on the morning of ness, and Indigestion. They do their duty.
May 23, less than Ave days, the al SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
falfa was up thick.
Genuine must bear Signature
"I clipped It July 12, when it varied
from 6 to 9 inches high, and again
August 15 it was clipped, averaging
a little taller than the first time it
was clipped. The alfalfa made a W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
nice growth until the ground frose up
solid. I was surprised that It grew
Way With Most of Us.
so late In the season and during such
Mayor Gaynor, at a dinner in New
unfavorable weather.
York, discussed the arguments of a
"The clippings were left on the very young and very cocksure lawyer.
ground for a mulch, and, although I
"This young chap from the country,"
did not cultivate last season
the aid the mayor, "would do well to folground did not crust over but re- low instead of trying to lead older,
mained loose, which I suppose was wise-- , and more experienced men than
due to the deep plowing I gave It the himself. But-- "
year before.
The mayor sighed whimsically.
"I am glad you advised me to plant
"Hetgho!"' he said. "Some men
the Baltic. I know it will do well never have any respect for gray hairs
next season because it is deeply root- till after they've acquired a few of
ed and there are several feet of mois- their own "
ture to keep It growing.
"From what I saw here, I came to
Very Many Like Him.
the conclusion of the following
Sometimes children are more obpoints:
servant than they are credited with
"First. Alfalfa will not grow very being. Little Rob's mother, for intall the first season.
stance, was telling a visitor how "masdeep terful" another neighbor was In his
Alfalfa requires
"Second.
plowing and thorough preparation of home life when Rob, unnoticed beBlde
the seed bed.
her, put In his little oar. "I don't
"Third. Bach plant requires plenty think Mr. Tate is so awful bossy,
ef room to grow well.'
suddenly.
mamma," bo remarked
" 'Cpurse he does a lot of talking, but
Make 8eed 8prout Quickly.
he never makes Mrs. Tate do a thing
To get any kind of garden seed to she doesn't wanter, I've noticed that."
eprout quickly, try soaking in water
for 24 hours.
In Jail.
Sympathetic Visitor Can't you do
Advantage With Poultry.
something to make life smooth for
advantages
One of the principal
these poor men?
the farmer can have is that his
Practical Officer Sure, lady. Don't
poultry cost him but a small outlay we iron them?
tor food because whenever
the
weather is suitable, they can find WlXr lti;i
i: NKHYOI S DRrBEBSlOX
AND LOW NFIIWTH.
the most of their own living and
strengthening tonic,
The C'd Htandard
save much that would otherwise GWOVlfiVl TASTBLbbb chill TONIC, arouses the
out
Malaria
and builds up the
drlvea
liver
to
r ,...
go to waste.
system A aura Appetiser and aid to dtgestlun.

(Br PHTLO

K. BMNN. Alf1fa Brwetel-la- t.
Rocky Ford, Colo.)
There la a wide Intereat In Information for growing alfalfa on dry laad,
and many attempt to Beed alfalfa aro

be-fo-

fall-tire-

to-da-

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

,

23-19- 13.

"

gem-ra-

tor adults and children.

Multiply Disease Germs.
or unclean
A dirty brood coop,
brooder, will multiply disease grms
which wtll endanger the health aoJ
lUe of chicks.
Encourages Growth.
A run on clean, green grass

make chickens, ducklings,
and poultry grow faster.

will

goslings

Separate Little Chicks.
Feed little chicks separate from the
older ones, or the older ones ill get
most of the food and the little one)
sutler from hunger.

l

6U

cents.

LURE OF THE
ATTIJ

Ml

Wrltlnf on the Canadian
eastern exchange truthfully
"The West Still call
tlve voice. To prairie Bill
and for th
young men
by tens of thousand
great migration bas puj
fear, freely expressed
ago by those who knml
the lakes to the farthj
couver Island, tbat
some day break In
predominance of ContI
and American settler !
This is true. Wb
Uon from the United,,
ruuniuK close to 160,0'J
the British Isles
Europe nearly twicei
ing a total of 400,01
is a strong influx it
ada. It Is not only
provinces that thet.1
many of them contli:1
glory of British Colur
and great mountalr
agricultural valleys,
grown almost all kin
ana where fruit ha
prominence. Then
of the plains attract:
sands, who at once
ttvate their vast t
stiu room, and gr.
the West. The w
even in the cities
breaking building
est part of the gri
is spraad before the
through the country,
supreme, and man ii
pigmy audaciously si
his will and stamp hi
unconquered half cont
The feature that
Itself in Western devei

tJ

1b

the

"bome-makln- g

West will find happln-- i
trees and making gnrdet
Ing schools and coVleges
ties, and producing a
merit so that fhero Till he
tlon to rsgarf Arc, country as
porary place of abode in which ev'
one is trying to make his pile prepi
atory to going back East or becoming
a lotus-eate- r
beside thai Pacific.
ban Queens. at 7
The lure of the West is strong. It Ft.
Worth, cash wlti. .iru"?
stronger
tlve
when
crude ft FLORAL COMPANY, FT.
will be still
new towns and villages of the plains
are embowered in trees and vocal
with the song of birds.

Tn thn
faE
MeottobiL.
wan and Alberta ibere
are thousands of Kree
Homesteads left, which
to the man uisRlngentry
In 8 veara time will be
per
worth from 3U to
acre. These lands aro
well adanted to srsln
growing anu cauie raising.
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Ide Silver

Oh, No)

Absent-Minded- ?

(Jollar

college profesTwo absent-mindesors were walking together on the
En. P.
I to., than, Traj, H. Y.
street.
"Do you know," said on, "I must
have a double. The other day a DAISY FLY KIllER RS
woman stopped me on the street and
flier.
d

aBked: ,
" 'Your

H'iSS S

Neat, clean or

nantent..,

cheap.

name is Mr. Kennington,

isn't it?'"

"Well, welU" his friend
"and waB it?"
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A. H. HESS A SON
Travis St.
Beatles. Tex.
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HAIR BALSAM

toilet preparation of merit.
dandruff.
Ileitis to eradicate
t
to
cor nenunng
v,viu auraX
to Gr y or Faded Hair.
sec, ana si.w at. wnTiana.
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speak
er."
"Well, his dentist did his best to
make him one."
d

ta-

HOMERS,

H
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No Fault There.
'Dlagg is no

Hunger never kicks because the
blecloth is soiled.

Social Conditions

The American Bettlprlsathome
tn Western Canada. He la not a
stranger In a atrnnge land, having nearly a million of his own
people already settled there. If
dostre to know wb tbeonn-ltlo- n
of the Ca nad Ian Hettler Is
write amj send for
8raporonarales,
etc., to

tnjareanytklag.
Guaranteed effective.

May Win Later.
"What's the matter, old chap?"
And that's
"I have lost my girl.
the second I have lost this spring."
"Well, the baseball sharps all agree
that It's better to do your losing early
in the season."

golden-mouthe-

La it all
Made of

metal, oan'tsplllor tip
overt will not aoll or
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GAB ALWAYS RELIABLE.
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THOMPSONv O by
lrrUation cun3
dust,
au a "s?
rur
A I Lll wind, llookletfiws
LIC
SONSCO..Try.N.Y.

Sweet Toiato slip
Southern Queen $1.2ft per
cheap. Send out strong
other varieties They
plnnta In molature.
arrive in growing
J. A. Adsnm, fayetteviiie, Ark.

1.000.
I

KAOH.ITIFfl

BUIXWIT

EXCVLLBITT

In many eaaea the rallwaya In
Canada have been botlt Is advance of settlement, and In a
abort time there will not be a
anltler who need be more than
ten or twelve mtlea f mm a line
of rallwav. Hallway Rates are
regulated by Uuverawent Commission.
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FADELESS
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hrlstitir anil t iirtir rtttrrt ''in anjf utTttt Ar OdcIOc pack, colon n fiber. TlMjrdrtlacoMwatcrTtrtJunaorotb'rdye, You cam
Write tof tnm bookkt-ll- ow
to Cya. Bleach and flte Colorm. MOWItOC DBUC COMtAWV. Mty. IH.
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His Heir.
Mrs. Newedd (to tramp)
Aren't
you the man who called here last
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SHOES

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
BtSl

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOHIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the

Signature
Both Ways.
In Use For Over 30 Years.
"Who Is back of this showt"
"John Jenks away back. I belive Children Cry lor Fletcher's Castoria
the sheriff Is in front."
The Usual Conclusion.
"That young fellow told me a very
blue. It's
No thouuhl
of water. touching story."
a pinch or
Blue. Adv.
"For how much?"
Aik for Red

V:

X:

4:o

OO

week?
Tramp You mean that pora feller
you gave the 'ome-madpie to? No,
mum, 1 ain't him. He left me his ol'
togs when he oegged out, dat's all.

BUYS

12. 00.

4OTKAM

Urge.t maker, of
Man's $3.50 and $4.00
ahoea in the world.
Ask your dealer to ihow yon
J oat aasomt In wtvle.
ipBSft SOehoea.
nd wear m other inaltne scaling aA OO to ? OO
oniy auierenee
in price, niioen in all
atylea and enapea to eolt eeryboty. j
leather,
si you couia ti.ii n i.. oodiw large fnreo-- j '
riea at Broekton, Sua., and see for yonr If
how carefnllv W I,. Donvlaa ahoea are aaade.
you would then under. laud why they are warranted
to hi Better, took oetinr, noia tneir enape ana wear I
longer than any otner inane lor the price.

t
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. L. Doeglu aboe. era not for ami. la runs Ttdully.
order
i rum mo
wrj auu faT. to. miauinauui 1 proni.
snoH ror erery mninaroi im nuauy, at an pticee, by
now.
rarcal rot. eoeuct
nnwivriiiiitir.irn
you
bow to order by mUi.
t'acaloa. It will .how mooey
and wby you oau
na your footwear
.
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So strong is habit that when first a
Ban Francisco promises a moral
cleanup in advance of the opening of burden falls from our shoulders we
Its exposition.
fal discomfort In the loss.

SHOES In the WORll)

II tO and $3
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TAKE

SUBSTITUTE
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an

Good Combination.
Good

common

seed.

good
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Drvfj Co., Memphis. Tern..

Frlee

f UOS

I

DELIVERY
We have the largest, lest and most complete drug stock in
Eastern New Mexico, and we make a specialty of prescriptions.
These can be sent by mail because under the new parcel post ruling, anything under eleven pounds, if properly packed, can be
sent by mail.

There must be times when you are badly in need of something in the drug line, and maybe you can't get a chance to come
to town; maybe it's too far, and maybe none of your neighbors
are coming in right at the. time you need the goods; that's the
time when we want to serve you; right when you need the goods.
The next time that you are in a hurry for something, send
to us for it, and see how quickly we can serve you.

TALKING MACHINES
Columbia and Victor. New records every month. Come in and
hear them. Catalog on request.

TOILET GOODS
Palmer and Hudnut and imported lines.

tSiSL STORE

BOOKS
All the latest and best fiction.

A
ill.

guaranteed remedy for every
Satisfaction or your money

back.

shes, aft kinds Rubber Goods, Stationery, Indian
ui safety and old fashioned, blades for all kinds of
School Supplies, Patent Medicines, Stock Medicine, etc.
P. S. -- Why

lot

No matter what it is, if in the Drug Line "WE HAVE IT."
away,
put this ad
so that the next time you have to send away for something, you will know where to send?

plaintiff will apply to the court
for the relief prayed for in his
complaint filed in said suit.
You will further take notice
that Harry L. Patton. whose
business and post office address
is Clovis, New Mexico, is attorney for plaintiff in said suit.
In Witness Whereof. I
have hereunto set my hand and
affixed the seal of said court.
this, the 24th day of June, 1913.

Notice of Suit.
W00DR0W

WILSON

AND

THE SHORT

BALLOT

In the District Court of Curry
County New Mexico.
International Life Insurance
What Professor Wilsta Imw Atari Politics
Company, plaintiff, vs. Robert
This story la told of a conversation which Woodtow
N. Duncan, Defendant.
Wilson had, mem Mrs ago, with a New Jersey legist
No. 683.
tor, about a new commission which It was proposed to
establish:
To the Defendant, Robert N.
"How are the members of the commission to be Duncan:
given their places? By appointment?" asked Mr. Wilson
You will hereby take notice
"No," said the Legislator, "we thought that should
a suit has been filed and is
that
Mr. and Mrs. W. M Wflker- be left to the people."
A. L. Awalt,
pending in the District
now
son left Friday for Memphis,
"You mean that they ought to bo elected
County Clerk of Curry Coun- Tenn. where Mr. Wilkerson is
Court of Curry county, New
"Tea."
ty and Clerk of the District
International
in
Mexico,
which
you
"Were
Weedrcw Wilson
elected by the people V asked Wilson
engaged in business.
Court for said County.
Life Insurance Co., is plaintiff
dryly
After a hard day's work,
7
(Seal.)
At this the office holder colored a little and said, "Professor. I see yea and you, the said Robert N.
spend
an evening at the Lyceknow something about polities."
Duncan, are defendant, and
splendid pictures
um.
Those
Thea Hon. W. D McBeeof this
The future President then began to earn the compliment by showing how that said suit is numbered 633
a
will
entertain you and help
ho really did know. Said he, "I can name the gentleman who sleeted on the Civil Docket
of said city is being strongly endorsees
dull care away.
drive
- county.
hie name is known to everybody la the State; ha Urea la
for the position of Register of
court.
necessary
but it la not
that I should name htm. Ton wore elected by htm aad
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Barry, a
You wiH further take notice the U. S. Land Office at Ft.
wot by the people of your district. And it is Interesting to know why thai is
grandson,
man
a
and their grand
Mr.
McBee
Sumner.
is
true. You were elected on a ticket that contained, at a guess, one hundred that the general objects of said whose every day life morally daughter Miss Delia Colgess, of
names. Now, there la no community la this country that can suit are as follows: To recover socially
and twenty-orKansas are the
and politically is above Atchinson,
persona to bo voted for. It la too judgment against you in the
one
hundred and twenty-fiv-e
select for Itself
competent
reproach
clean,
and
of
guedts
Messrs.
J no. and Con
elaborate a lob; it cannot be done in that way. It can select three or four sum of $1100, interest, attor
party
Barry.
worthy.
The
Democratic
persons, out outside of that number I doubt If It can select any."
neys fees and costs of suit, on
At the election of officers of
That la the gist of Woodrow Wilson's criticism of American polities, the account of a promissory note in of the state nation or county
politics which hs taught for twenty fivo years, aud to which, as the political the sum of $1000.00 executed by can rest aasured that no better Friendship
Rebekah Lodge,
deserving
for
more
man
the
or
head of this country he will address himself for the next four years.
21,
following
No.
officers
the
you on the 28th day of May
Expressed In a more positive way, his remedy for our political Ills Is
position
anywhere.
be
can
found
ensuing
were elected for the
1910. payable to the order of
literally simplicity itself. It waa four years ago that ho said la ons of bis
A Clovis man should be recog term: -- Edith Pryor.
N. G
a
foreclose
to
plaintiff
and
said
first "political" addresses:
position,
for
this
because
nized
V.
Dora
Steed,
G.. Minnie Tay
"Simplification! Simplification! Simplification la the task that awaltt us certain mortgage deed executed through
Clovis
influence
of
the
Secretary.
lor,
to reduce the number of persons voted for to the absolute workable minimum. by you at even date with said
citizens the new land district
W. B. Dodson, of the Lone
ismewiLg whom you he.e selected; knowing whom you have trusted, and hav note and to secure the same up
created, and Clovis is the Star Lumber Co., accompanied
lag so tew parsons to watch that you oaa watch them. That la the way wa are on the following described real was
going to get popular control back In tria country, and that la the only way estate, situate in Curry county only town in the land district by his wife and son returned
we are going to got political control back. Put in other elected officers to New
The that has taken any noteable part home this week from Fort
Mexico,
in national politics.
watch thoao that you have already elected, and you will merely remove your North East quarter (NE
Worth, Texas after
a two
The Democratic administration months visit among relatives.
control one atop further away. Elaborate your government; place every of Section 17, Township 2 North
officer upon his own dear little statute, make it necessary for him to be
Range 35 East and Lots 10, 11, owes the appointment to a Clovis They expect to leave shortly
voted for, and you will not have democratic government."
10
in West man, and for this and many oth- for California to spend the re
It waa the same principle of simplification hs had in mind last spring and 12 in Block
er good reasons Mr. McBee maining days of summer.
when he announced his intention to use the President's room In ths Capitol Lawn Addition to Clovis, which should
be named for the place.
Bring in your final proof apTot, as he says, "We must particularly get rid of this idea that the several mortgage appears of record in
Mr.
McBee
is a lawyer and
Darts of government must be shy of each other. Ths people cannot watch said county and for all other
plications
to the News office
proper equitable relief in said thoroughily qualified for the du- whether wo get to publish them
circus." That Is another of his aphoriama.
a three-rinties of the office, all of which reAnd whan all this la summed up aad boiled down we have the Short BaUot. action,
or not depending on the future
which means that when the process la completed the people will Lave an InYou will further take notice quire a person with legal' train- attitude o
man whom we
strument of so few parts that It will require no professional mechanic to that unless you appear, answer ing, and best of all he is a good,
operate It The expert politician who has been tndlapensable la the past,
or plead in said suit, on or be staunch Democrat.
tion he n
aad whom wo have spurned aa the "boss," will And himself without as ocMrs.
Tom
August
Mr.
day
and
have
iry
the
of
8th
fore
We
cupation. Hs will not be needed because the voters will really elect their
guest,
ary's
wil
1913,
by
as
judgment
their
default
r
they
did.
(representatives instead of Just fondly belieriaf
you.
i
niece.
against
and
be
rendered
worked:
principle
already
being
a
will
tMft
tell
Son
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States.
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Mr. Lemmon, the genial hotel
man from Melrose was in the
city Friday.
Parties who desire to board the
teachers during the Normal
here can apply to Supt. L. C.
Mersf elder.
of
A large congregation
Masons and others listened to
s well delivered sermon by Rev.
W. R. Evans last Sunday.
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